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A.

Introduction

In November 1987, the Air Resources Board (Board) identified ethylene oxide (EtO) as a
toxic air contaminant. Ethylene oxide is used as a biocide to sterilize medical products and
fumigate foodstuffs and other materials. Ethylene oxide has been classified as a probable human
carcinogen by the California Department of Health Services (now the Office of Environmental
Health Hazard Assessment), and by the International Agency for Research on Cancer. Inhalation
of ethylene oxide may lead to an increased risk of contracting _leukemia and stomach cancer. As
part of the ethylene oxide identification regulation, the Board determined that ethylene oxide is a
toxic air contaminant for which there is not sufficient evidence to identify a threshold exposure
level. A threshold exposure level is that level below which no significant adverse carcinogenic
health effects are anticipated to occur.
After ethylene oxide was identified as a toxic air contaminant, the ARB staff developed an
Airborne Toxic Control Measure (ATCM) for EtO sterilizers and aerators. While developing the
ATCM, the staff consulted with potentially affected facilities, the air pollution control districts and
air quality management districts (districts), sterilizer and control equipment manufacturers, and
other interested parties. The Board approved the staff proposal in May 1990, and it became
effective as State law in May 1991. The districts adopted the ATCM or equivalent district rules,
and facility operators took action to comply with the recordkeeping and emission control
requirements of those rules.
·
In 1994, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) promulgated a
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Ethylene Oxide Commercial
Sterilization and Fumigation Operations (NESHAP). The NESHAP affects large commercial
sterilizers, fumigators, and aerators throughout the United States. Six facilities in California
(operated by five companies) are subject to the NESHAP. The emission control requirements of
the NESHAP are less stringent than those of the A TCM, but the NESHAP contains more detailed
and prescriptive monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements than the A TCM.
The ARB staff is proposing to amend the ATCM for four reasons. First, we are proposing
to streamline the compliance testing requirements and source testing method; the principle change
is the inclusion of an alternative to calculate rather than directly measure the EtO passing into the
control device. Second, we are proposing to include limits for EtO in water to simplify the
emission limit performance standards for certain types of control devices. Third, we are making
other modifications to clarify or improve the effectiveness of the ATCM; for instance, we are
proposing a change to the definition of "leak-free" to include EtO supply piping as well as exhaust
vents. These modifications also include minor non-substantive changes to definitions. Fourth and
last, we are proposing to simplify and incorporate into the ATCM the requirements of the
NESHAP. This involves the restructuring of the ATCM into sections for non-commercial/small
commercial facilities and large commercial facilities based on the amount of EtO used, and
inclusion of additional monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements as needed to
establish equivalency with the NESHAP. These changes will make it easier for the affected
1

facilities to comply with the requirements, while retaining the same degree of EtO emission
reductions and resulting public health protection as the existing ATCM.
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B.

Background

1.

What are ethylene oxide sterilizers and aerators?

An ethylene oxide sterilizer is a chamber in which EtO is used as a biocide to kill
microorganisms or other organisms on materials, including medical products, foodstuffs, and other
items. Following sterilization, a process called aeration is carried out, during which the EtO is
removed from the treated materials until the EtO level in the materials is low enough that they are
deemed safe to use. In most cases, aeration is done in the same chamber in which sterilization was
done; in other cases, the materials are transferred to a separate device or space for aeration. The
device or space in which materials previously sterilized with EtO are placed to allow the residual
EtO to dissipate is called an aerator.
2.

What are the potential health effects associated with ethylene oxide exposure?

Ethylene oxide has been classified as a probable human carcinogen by the International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) and the California Department of Health Services (DHS),
now the Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA). Inhalation of EtO may
lead to an increased risk of contacting leukemia and stomach cancer. DHS, the Scientific Review
Panel, and the ARB determined that EtO has no identifiable threshold exposure level. A threshold
exposure level is that level below which carcinogenic effects are not anticipated to occur.
3.

Why are we proposing to changes some of the compliance testing requirements of the·
ATCM?

The ATCM includes specific requirements for compliance determination testing. For
instance, the A TCM requires that the efficiency of the control device be measured while a typical
load of material is being sterilized, and that the EtO be measured at the inlet and the outlet of the
control device. The A TCM includes a provision that an alternative approach can be used, but it
must be formally approved by the Executive Officer of the ARB. We found during the
implementation of the ATCM that a particular alternative to the testing requirements was
commonly requested to simplify the testing and improve worker safety. These changes allow
testing of the control device with no load in the chamber, and they will allow the tester to calculate
(rather than directly measure) the EtO at the inlet of the control device. By incorporating these
changes into the ATCM and test method, we are eliminating the need for case-by-cas~ approval of
this alternative method.
We are proposing to include an alternative emission limit for combined sterilizer and
aerator EtO control efficiency. The combined efficiency performance standard is equivalent to the
existing separate standards. The separate standards will be retained for those instances where it is
more appropriate to measure the control device efficiencies separately.
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Based on our experience in reviewing the requests from the districts and facility operators
to use alternative methods, we are also proposing to change the A TCM to authorize the districts to
approve alternative methods for non-commercial facilities. This will streamline testing in those
instances where it's necessary or advantageous to use an alternative compliance testing approach.
The proposed change in the A TCM requires the districts to consult with ARB concerning the
technical aspects of alternative methods.
4.

Why are we proposing to include a limit for EtO in liquid discharges and add a test
method for EtO in water to ARB Method 431?

We are proposing to add a limit on EtO in liquid discharged from sterilizers and aerators to
simplify the compliance demonstration for a new type of technology.
When we developed the existing ATCM, we evaluated control methods available to reduce
EtO emissions. Based on the demonstrated performance of control equipment, we defined the
"lowest achievable emission rates" achievable through the application of the best available control
technology (BACT), in consideration of risk and cost, as dictated by Health and Safety Code
section 39666(b). The technologies identified as able to achieve BACT emission levels were based
on the destruction of the EtO using incineration, catalytic combustion, or acid scrubbing. The
emission limit performance standards in the A TCM were designed in consideration of the
operation and performance of these control devices.
During the implementation of the ATCM, a new technology--one which reclaims the EtO
for re-use--began to be used to comply with the ATCM. The reclamation systems are
fundamentally different in their operation and emission characteristics than the destruction systems.
We found that such systems typically recovered 50 percent to 90 percent of the EtO used. The
remaining 10 to 50 percent was released to the environment through EtO-laden water discharge
and ultimately was emitted to the atmosphere as the EtO disassociated from the water. The
manufacturers of reclamation equipment developed modifications to their systems that could
reduce the amount of EtO released in water. Reclamation systems at facilities were modified to
meet the requirements of the ATCM by achieving emissions equal to the lowest achievable
emission rate possible with BACT.
The emission limit performance standards in the A TCM were not designed to apply to
these systems, so application of the ATCM directly was not possible. To ensure that public health
was protected, the ARB staff worked with the reclamation system manufacturers, the facility
operators, consultants, and the districts to evaluate these systems and develop permitting criteria
guidance for use by the districts. The permitting criteria developed are equivalent to the BACT
based requirements of the ATCM. Reclamation systems are successfully operating in California in
compliance with these criteria.
We are proposing to incorporate into the A TCM requirements to address the EtO
discharged from reclamation systems. These proposed requirements are concentration limits for
4

EtO in water discharged from EtO control systems. The proposed limits are equivalent to the
direct air emissions limits developed for destruction-based systems, and will clarify and simplify
compliance demonstration for reclamation systems.
We are also proposing to modify test Method 431 to add a procedure to measure EtO in
water to the method so that the requirements limiting discharge of EtO can be implemented and
enforced.

5.

Why are we proposing to incorporate the NESHAP requirements into the ATCM?

We are proposing to incorporate the NESHAP requirements (with some simplification)
into the ATCM so that the operators of facilities that are subject to the NESHAP can comply with
one regulation and one set of requirements.
The U.S. EPA promulgated a NESHAP for commercial sterilizers and fumigators on
December 6, 1994. It affects commercial facilities using more than 2,000 pounds per year ofEtO
to sterilize medical products or fumigate foodstuffs or other materials. Commercial facilities
include medical product manufacturers which sterilize material they produce, contract sterilizers
which treat products manufactured by others, and spice fumigators. There are six facilities
(operated by five companies) in California which are subject to the NESHAP.
Our intent in incorporating the NESHAP requirements into the ATCM is to reduce the
regulatory burden to the facility operators and to the districts, who are the implementing agencies
for the NESHAP. The proposed amendments to the ATCM for commercial facilities will add
additional recordkeeping, reporting, and monitoring requirements to satisfy the NESHAP, but
there will be no change in the ATCM's stringency or requirements for emission control for
facilities in the state.
The proposed amendments include a change in the control requirement for the large
commercial aeration-only category. This is for consistency with the NESHAP. There are no
known facilities of this type operating in California.
6.

What are the differences between the A TCM and the NESHAP?

The NESHAP differs from the ATCM in three aspects--applicability, control requirement
stringency, and administrative requirements. The NESHAP applies to six facilities in California
that use more than 2,000 pounds per year of ethylene oxide to sterilize medical products or
supplies, or to fumigate spices and other foodstuffs. This is a small subset of the sources affected
by the ATCM, which covers approximately 400 facilities including commercial facilities, hospitals,
medical clinics, and some other operations (such as museums) that use EtO sterilizers. The
NESHAP's emission control requirements are less stringent than the applicable requirements of the
A TCM. The NESHAP contains more detailed and prescriptive monitoring, recordkeeping, .
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and reporting requirements than the A TCM. A summary comparison the A TCM and the
NESHAP is included in Appendix B.

7.

What is the status of the NESHAP?

The NESHAP was promulgated on December 6, 1994. The U.S. EPA delayed the
NESHAP compliance date of December 6, 1997, to December 6, 1998. The U.S. EPA took this
action because of concerns over the possible role of emission control equipment in fires and
explosions at commercial facilities. Two commercial sterilizer facilities and one EtO packaging
facility, all outside of California, were operating control equipment in advance of the NESHAP
compliance date, and experienced fires and explosions. Although no formal findings are available
on the incidents, the informatio1.1 available to us indicates that the fires or explosions were either
triggered by causes other than the control equipment, or were caused by a combination of human
error and inadequate safety design of the sterilizer and control equipment. One fire and explosion
has occurred in California at a commercial sterilizer facility .. We understand that this incident was
due to human error and inadequate safety design of the sterilizer.;control device system. That
facility is operating under a variance while it modifies its equipment to prevent any recurrence.

8.

Will the amended A TCM automatically replace the NESHAP?

No, the amended ATCM will not automatically replace the NESHAP. When the federal
Clean Air Act was amended in 1990, a provision was included that allows states to receive
delegation for their own toxic rules or programs as equivalent to the corresponding NESHAP. We
must formally seek approval from the U.S. EPA for the amended ATCM to replace the NESHAP.
We have worked closely with U.S. EPA staff in developing the proposed amendments to identify
and address equivalency issues. We intend to submit an application to the U.S. EPA for
equivalency of the ATCM if the Board approves the proposed amendments. If the U.S. EPA
approves the amended ATCM as equivalent to the NESHAP, the A TCM would then replace the
NESHAP.
9.

How did the staff develop the amendments to the A TCM?

The ARB staff developed the proposed amendments to the ATCM through extensive
consultation with facilities affected by the ATCM, the districts, the U.S. EPA, consultants, and
manufacturers and vendors of sterilization and emissions control equipment. During the
development of the proposed amendments, we mailed approximately 800 notices concerning the
development of the proposed amendments to facility operators, held three public consultation

meetings to discuss the proposal, conducted numerous telephone conferences and calls with
affected parties, visited 30 facilities, conducted engineering evaluations of approximately
20 facilities, tested emissions from 10 facilities and evaluated test data and reports from
approximately 20 additional facilities. The emission testing done by the ARB staff consisted of
comprehensive measurement ofEtO emissions and discharge from control systems. ARB staff
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also worked with testing consultants and the Environmental Health Laboratory Branch of the
Department of Toxics Substances Control to evaluate and develop the water testing method.
10.

What is our recommendation?

We recommend that the Board approve the proposed amendments to the Ethylene Oxide
ATCM for Sterilizers and Aerators to incorporate changes to streamline the compliance testing
requirements and source testing method; to include limits for EtO in water to simplify the emission
limit performance standards for certain types of control devices; to make other modifications to
clarify or improve, the effectiveness of the ATCM (for instance, a change to the definition of "leak
free" to include EtO supply piping as well as exhaust vents); to make minor non-substantive
changes to definitions; and, to simplify and incorporate into the ATCM the requirements of the
NESHAP. This involves the restructuring of the ATCM into two sections, one for non
commercial/small commercial facilities and a new one (as a new regulation, section 93108.5) for
large commercial facilities (based on the amount of EtO used), and inclusion of additional
monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements to the regulation for large commercial
facilities as needed to establish equivalency with the NESHAP. These changes will make it easier
for the affected facilities to comply with the requirements, while retaining the same degree of EtO
emission reductions and resulting public health protection as the existing ATCM.
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C.

Rationale and Basis for Amendments to the ATCM

This section describes the rationale and basis for the proposed amendments. The
discussion generally follows the order in which the modifications or additions appear in the
proposed amended ATCM.
The ATCM was separated into two parts, one of which is a new regulation for large
commercial facilities. Part 1 (section 93108) addresses standards an.d requirements for non
commercial sterilizers and aerators and commercial sterilizers and aerators using less than
2,000 pounds of EtO per consecutive 12 month period. Part 2 (section 93108.5) addresses
commercial sterilizers and aerators using 2,000 or more pounds of EtO per consecutive 12-month
period. The division between commercial facilities is based on EtO use in a consecutive a
12-month period, because this is the applicability criterion used in the NESHAP, and U.S. EPA
staff required it for equivalency. The EtO use categories which dictate control requirements for
the non-commercial and small commercial facilities continue to be based on EtO use per calendar
year, as in the existing ATCM.
This change is proposed to make it easier to implement the ATCM. The commercial
facilities using 2,000 pounds or more of EtO per continuous 12 month period are subject to the
NESHAP-equivalent requirements, which comprise considerable additional monitoring,
recordkeeping, and reporting requirements. Separating the elements of the regulation that pertain
to large commercial facilities makes the ATCM more "user-friendly" to the majority of facilities
which have to meet the simpler requirements. Separating the requirements for the two categories
of facilities also will facilitate our application to the U.S. EPA for equivalency of the ATCM with
the NESHAP and ensure that the requirements for the smaller facilities will not become federally
enforceable.
1.

Part 1 (a) Definitions

We are proposing to make the following changes to the definitions. Note that sections
have been renumbered to reflect additions and deletions. The numbers shown below reflect the
new section numbers; the old numbers are deleted.
(a)(7)

"Commercial sterilizer." A definition for commercial sterilizer is added. This is necessary
because of the proposed different requirements for commercial and non-commercial
sterilize.

(a)(9)

"Date of Compliance." This is proposed to be deleted because facilities in California are
required to already be in compliance by the existing ATCM. Therefore, no future
compliance dates are needed.

(a)(l2) "Facility." This is modified to clarify that the term "parcel" means "parcel ofland".
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(a)(l 6) ''Non-commercial sterilizer." A definition of non-commercial sterilizer is added. This is
necessary because the proposed ATCM requirements are different for large commercial
and for small commercial and non-commercial sterilizers.
(a)(l 9) "Sterilizer cycle." This was modified to reflect the operation ofreclamation systems,
which use steam washes rather than air washes after the initial evacuation of EtO after the
sterilization is complete.
(a)(22) "Sterilizer exhaust vacuum pump." This was clarified to use terms defined in the ATCM
("start of the sterilizer cycle," sterilizer cycle being defined, to replace "introduction of
ethylene oxide").
2.

Part 1 (b) Applicability

This section is changed to exclude commercial sterilizer and aerators using 2,000 pounds
or more of EtO per consecutive 12-month period after December 6, 1996. Under the proposed
amendments, such facilities will be subject to the requirements in Part 2, section 93108.5.
3.

Part 1 (e) Requirements

The reference to the "applicable date" (for compliance) is deleted. See change to
definition (a)(9), above.
(e)( 1)

The requirement that there be no discharge of sterilizer exhaust vacuum pump working
fluid to wastewater streams is deleted. It is no longer needed because of the proposed
new requirement (e)(3), which is a limit on EtO in any liquid discharge associated with the
sterilizer cycle. The limit on EtO in the liquid discharge is sufficiently low that no
sterilizer exhaust vacuum pump working fluid can be discharged to wastewater. As a
consequence, recirculating pumps will continue to be used.

(e)(l)

The requirement that the sterilizer and control equipment be leak-free is modified to
include the EtO gas supply to the sterilizer. This is a potential source of EtO ~missions
which generally is kept leak-free for protection of worker health and safety. We became
aware during implementation of the regulation that leaks in supply piping are more
frequent than we expected. This requirement will encourage facility operators to keep
supply piping leak-free, and will help protect air pollution inspectors from EtO exposure.

(e)(3)

New requirements limiting EtO in liquid discharges from the sterilizer cycle (30 ug/ml) and
the aerator cycle (10 ug/ml) are added. These requirements will address the release of
EtO from reclamation control systems. In normal operation, reclamation systems have no
direct air emission of EtO, but do emit EtO via wastewater streams. Based on the
operating characteristics and measured emissions/discharges of EtO from these systems,
we have concluded that 30 micrograms per milliliter (µg/ml) of EtO in the sterilizer
9

discharge and 10 µg/ml of EtO in the aerator discharge represent the lowest achievable
emission rate, and are equivalent to the BACT emission limits set for destruction-based
technologies. These limits will result in emissions equal to or less than those from a
system meeting the existing percent efficiency standard. It will be simpler and less costly
for operators of reclamation systems to demonstrate compliance with the concentration
based performance standards.
Table I
The "Date of Compliance" column is deleted. See rationale in definition (a)(9), above.
A new control efficiency is added for combined sterilizer and aerator emissions. We are
proposing to add an alternative performance standard emission limit of 99.7 percent
combined sterilizer and aerator control efficiency for the 600 to 5,000 pound per year
control category. The proposed combined sterilizer and aerator control efficiency
emission standard is derived from the mass-weighted average of the separate emission
stream efficiericy requirements. Its inclusion in the A TCM will provide flexibility in the
compliance testing of catalytic oxidizer control systems in particular. The South Coast
Air Quality Management District rule for sterilizers and aerators includes such an option.
4.

Part 1 - (f) Compliance

The reference to the compliance date in column (d) of Table I is deleted. See rationale in
definition (a)(9), above.
5.

Part 1 - (g) Alternative Compliance Date

This section is deleted. It allowed, for a limited time which has already passed, operation
of a facility at a less stringent level of control than had been determined to be technically feasible
and cost-effective. It was intended to address the needs of a facility which was considering ·
discontinuing EtO sterilizer operations. It is no longer needed, because the alternative compliance
dates are already passed, and the underlying rationale and basis for the alternative compliance dates
no longer exists.
6.

Part 1 - (h) Source Testing

This section is modified to provide authority to the district to approve alternative source
testing methods in consultation with the Executive Officer of the ARB. Previously the ATCM
vested that authority in the Executive Officer of the ARB. During implementation of the
regulation, we found that the districts and source testing consultants used good technical
judgement in developing and proposing alternative source testing methods. We believe that
allowing the district the authority to approve alterative source testing methods will streamline

source testing, and with it the compliance process, and that districts will act in good faith in
consulting with the ARB to ensure that any alternative testing method is technically sound.
(h)(l)

The requirement that the test on a control device for a sterilizer exhaust stream shall be
run with a typical load in the chamber is deleted. We found during implementation of the
ATCM that an alternative approach which provided equivalent information could be used
to test the performance of the control device. This change will allow source testing to be
done more quickly and so at lower cost, because the entire multi-hour sterilizing cycle
need not be run for the test. The requirement that all EtO emission point shall be sampled
during the entire testing period is added. This requirement is added to address the
operational and emission characteristics of reclamation technology-based control devices
which were not in use in California at the time the ATCM was developed. These
reclamation systems in normal operation have more than one point of release ofEtO. The
requirement is needed to ensure that EtO emissions and discharges are measured, to
prevent excess emissions and consequent increase in risk of harm to public health.

(h)(2)

The requirement that the test on a control device for an aerator exhaust stream shall be
run with a typical load in the chamber is deleted. The proposed amendments to ARB
Method 431, the emissions testing method used to determine compliance with the
ATCM, stipulate on page 6, "Option 2", that aeration tests shall be run with a load in the
chamber. Consequently, this requirement is not necessary in the ATCM.

7.

Part 2

The creation of a separate part, section 93108.5, for commercial sterilizers using
2,000 pounds or more of EtO per consecutive 12 month period after December 6, 1996, is added
to satisfy the NESHAP requirements. The additional NESHAP requirements for monitoring,
recordkeeping, and reporting do not provide any quantifiable emissions reductions benefits. We
believe that the existing ATCM requirements and the district permitting systems, procedures,
conditions, and enforcement mechanisms provide for sufficient monitoring, recordkeeping, and
reporting to provide for effective implementation of the ATCM. However, based on negotiations
with staff of the U.S. EPA, the additional requirements are necessary to gain equivalency of the
A TCM with the NESHAP.
8.

Part 2 - (a) Definitions

Several definitions are added to be consistent with the NESHAP. The additional
definitions are: (1) "Administrator", (6) "baseline temperature," (7) "control system,"
(9) "commercial sterilizer,"(! 0) "date of compliance," (17) "manifolding emissions,"
(18) "maximum ethylene glycol concentration," (19) " maximum liquor tank level,"
(20) "modification," (21) "oxidation temperature," and (22) "parametric monitoring." One term is
modified to be consistent with the NESHAP definition; it is (5) "Back-draft valve/chamber
exhaust vent."
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9.

Part 2 - (b) Applicability

The applicability is changed to include only commercial sterilizers and aerators using
2,000 pounds or more of ethylene oxide per 12 month consecutive period. This is the subset of
facilities to which the NESHAP applies.
The applicability is made effective on the date that the NESHAP becomes effective. This
is so that the NESHAP-driven requirements of the amended ATCM take effect coincident with the
NESHAP. The existing requirements (as modified by the amendments) are to continue in effect
until then. This ensures continued application of the ATCM requirements until the NESHAP
becomes effective.
10.

Part 2 - (c) Initial Notification

This is a new section which requires the facility operator to provide certain information on
the operation of the sterilizer and aerator to the district and the U.S. EPA Administrator. This
information (such as location and description of sterilizer, and usage of EtO) is required by the
NESHAP.
11.

Part 2 - (d) Requirements

(d)(l)

This is a new section specific to large commercial sterilizers and aerators. It includes
emission control performance standards equivalent to those in the existing ATCM, which
are significantly more stringent in most cases than the NESHAP requirements. For
instance, the existing ATCM and the proposed amended ATCM require 99.9 percent
control of EtO emissions from sterilizers at any facility using more than 600 pounds of
EtO per year. The NESHAP requires 99 percent control of EtO only at commercial
facilities using 2,000 ponds ofEtO per 12 months. The ATCM requires 95 percent
control of aerator emissions by facilities using above 600 and less than 5,000 pounds of
EtO per year, and 99 percent control of aerator emissions by facilities using 5,000 pounds
or more ofEtO per year. The NESHAP requires 99 percent control of aerator emissions
only at facilities using more than 20,000 pounds ofEtO per 12 months. The NESHAP
does require 99 percent control of emissions at aeration-only facilities, whereas the
existing ATCM requires 95 percent control. Although there are no known aeration-only
facilities in the state, we are incorporating the 99 percent requirement for aeration-only
facilities to be consistent with our commitment to achieve any public health benefit of the
federal regulations.

(d)(3)

This is a new section which requires facilities to obtain a Title V permit from the
U.S. EPA Administrator. It is included here for consistency with the NESHAP.
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12.

Part 2 - (e) Compliance Procedures

This section is new and contains compliance testing notification, compliance testing, and
reporting requirements as required by the NESHAP.
13.

Part 2 - (f) Monitoring Requirements

This is a new section which prescribes monitoring requirements for control system
parameters as required by the NESHAP. It references Appendix 1 "Requirements for Continuous
Monitoring System," which is the NESHAP requirement for the continuous monitoring systems.
14.

Part 2 - (g) Recordkeeping

This new section requires that certain records be maintained by the facility operator, and
includes provisions for waiver of the recordkeeping requirements. These requirements are
required by the NESHAP.
15.

Part 2 - (h) Reporting

This section is new and dictates that a facility operator report certain compliance
information to the U.S. EPA Administrator semi-annually.
16.

Part 2 - (i) Construction or Modification

This section is new and requires that written approval of the U.S. EPA Administrator be
obtained before any person constructs or modifies a large source subject to the requirements. It
also describes the information that must be provided in certain cases in seeking that approval.
17.

Compliance Test Method

We are proposing changes to ARB Method 4 31 that affect the method used to determine
the mass of EtO used to calculate the control efficiency. Second, we are also proposing to add a
test method to determine the maximum EtO in water.
The addition of a method to calculate the mass ofEtO going to the control device
addresses safety concerns over sampling very high concentrations of EtO, and circumstances
where it is not technically feasible to directly measure the EtO. This approach has been
successfully used to demonstrate compliance with the A TCM, but case-by-case approval is
currently required by the A TCM. Testing consultants, the districts, and ARB have amassed
sufficient experience in implementing the A TCM to conclude that an inlet calculation approach is
technically sound.
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We are also adding a test method for determining EtO concentration in water so that a
concentration-based standard can be used as an alternative for reclamation systems to a mass
balance, overall efficiency approach. The current test method does not include such a protocol
because the existing ATCM does not include a limit for EtO in water. The control technologies
deemed to be BACT at the time the ATCM was developed did not discharge EtO in water except
as vacuum pump working fluid. The ATCM addresses that EtO discharge in water by prohibiting
the discharge of vacuum pump working fluid. EtO in water discharged from the control equipment
represents an indirect but potentially significant source of EtO emission to the atmosphere, because
the EtO will disassociate from the water.
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D.

Impact of the Proposed Amended ATCM

1.

Are the proposed amendments likely to result in any significant adverse environmental
impacts?

Public Resources Code section 21159 of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) requires the ARB to conduct an environmental analysis which includes, at a minimum, all
of the following: (1) an analysis of the reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts of the
methods of compliance, (2) an analysis of the reasonably foreseeable feasible mitigation methods,
and (3) an analysis of the reasonably foreseeable alternative means of compliance with the
regulations. Those analyses are summarized below.

2.

(1)

There will be no reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts. The
amended A TCM is designed to achieve the same emission reductions as the
existing A TCM. Therefore, the proposed amendments will result in the
same emissions as before. The principle difference will be greater flexibility
in terms of compliance options and testing requirements for noncommercial
facilities, and additional monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting
requirements for commercial facilities.

(2)

There are no reasonably foreseeable mitigation measures, because the
ARB' s environmental analysis concludes that the amended A TCM will have
no significant adverse impacts on the environment.

(3)

The amended A TCM will retain the same performance standard at the
current ATCM. It will improve the effectiveness of the current ATCM by
allowing greater flexibility during testing of both traditional and new
technology. It will also incorporate the federal monitoring, recordkeeping
and reporting requirements. Since the alternative to using the amended
ATCM is to continue using the existing ATCM and to comply with the
NESHAP, ARB staff expects that no significant adverse impacts will occur
due to the "reasonably foreseeable alternative means of compliance."

Are the proposed amendments likely to result in any impacts on air quality?

The conclusion reached during the development of the existing Ethy Jene Oxide A TCM
was that the A TCM would result in a significant improvement to air quality and the environment
by reducing emissions of ethylene oxide. This reduction represents an overall 99 percent decrease
in emissions from ethylene oxide sterilizers and aerators prior to the implementation of the ATCM.
Because the proposed amendments will not result in any change in EtO emissions relative to the
existing ATCM, there are no expected air quality impacts.
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3.

Are the proposed amendments likely to result in any significant impacts on water quality
and landfills?

Impacts on water quality were analyzed during the development of the existing
ATCM. The Board agreed that no significant environmental impact would occur on water quality.
Because the proposed amendments embody equivalent emission standards, these same conclusions
hold true for the amended ATCM. There are no foreseeable impacts on landfills from these
proposed amendments·.

4.

Are the proposed amendments likely to result in an adverse economic and cost impacts on
California businesses, including small businesses?

No. Businesses which uses ethylene oxide are subject to the requirements of the current
ATCM. In addition, six commercial facilities must also comply with NESHAP which requires
additional monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting compared to the existing A TCM.
Incorporating the clarified and simplified NESHAP requirements will reduce the impact of the
federal requirements on California businesses.

5.

Are the proposed amendments likely to result in any adverse impact on interstate business
competitiveness?
·

The amended ATCM will have no adverse impact on interstate business competitiveness.
The amendments to the ATCM simplify and provide additional flexibility to the existing
requirements, and incorporate the NESHAP requirements for commercial facilities into the ATCM.
Out-of-state commercial facilities will now be subject to similar requirements due to the NESHAP.
6.

Are the proposed amendments likely to result in any adverse impact on employment?

The amended ATCM will have no adverse impact on employment. Some additional effort
will be in the monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting aspects of compliance with the amended
ATCM for commercial facilities. Whether the amendments are adopted or not, the same facilities
remain subject to the NESHAP and must comply with the monitoring, recordkeeping, and
reporting requirements. For non-commercial facilities, the amendments provide flexibility in
compliance demonstration and are expected to either have no effect or to reduce the cost of
compliance with the A TCM.

7.

Are the proposed amendments likely to result in any adverse impact on business creation,
elimination, and expansion?

The amended ATCM will have no adverse impact on business creation, elimination, and
expansion. Very small additional effort arising from the proposed amendments are attributable to
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changes in the monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting provisions. These requirements must be
met under the NESHAP whether or not the amendments to the ATCM are adopted.
The amended ATCM will make it easier, and to a degree less costly, for facilities with
reclamation-based control technology to demonstrate compliance. For large commercial facilities
affected by the NESHAP-driven changes, the control equipment is the same is currently in place.
Therefore, business creation, elimination, and expansion are not expected to be adversely
impacted.
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E.

Alternatives

Staff considered the following alternatives to the proposed amendments. None were
found to be as effective as the recommended amendments in providing enhanced flexibility and
streamlining compliance for the facility operators, and protecting public health.
I.

No change to current ATCM

If the ATCM is not amended to incorporate the combined sterilizer/aerator control
efficiency performance standard, the ethylene oxide discharge limits, and the test method changes,
compliance with the ATCM will be more costly than necessary because of the more complex
testing necessary to demonstrate compliance, and the required case-by-case approval for
alternative test procedures.
If there is no change to the ATCM, there would be two significant opportunities forgone
to streamline requirements for the facilities, and simplify and provide flexibility to facilities now in
compliance with the ATCM.
If the A TCM is not amended to incorporate the NESHAP requirements, the NESHAP
would be enforced directly on affected facilities. Because we have simplified some of the
NESHAP requirements, this approach would cause an additional recordkeeping and reporting
burden on the six facilities subjected to the NESHAP as well as an additional administrative burden
on any district in which a commercial facility is located.

2.

Incorporate changes to the ATCM for non-commercial and small commercial facilities,
and delete ATCM requirements applicable to the NESHAP-subject facilities

This alternative would result in the direct application of the NESHAP to large commercial
facilities. It would result in more complex requirements for the NESHAP-subject facilities than
under the proposed amendments. We have simplified and clarified the NESHAP requirements that
we propose to include in the ATCM, and believe that the revision of the ATCM to include the
simplified NESHAP requirements represents a reduced regulatory burden on facility operators.
3.

Incorporate changes to the ATCM for non-commercial and small commercial facilities,
and incorporate the NESHAP verbatim in the A TCM

This would provide for a greater convenience to facility operators than alternative 2, in
that the requirements could be found in a single document. However, the simplification and
clarification of the NESHAP requirements achieved in the amended A TCM will (if adopted)
reduce the regulatory burden on facilities, and so represent the preferred alternative.

F.

Plain Language Summary of the Proposed Amendments
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We are proposing to change the State regulation for ethylene oxide sterilizers and
aerators. The proposed changes do not affect the emission limits in the regulation. The proposed
changes will make it simpler for facility operators to show that they meet the emission limits of the
regulation. The proposed changes involve four areas. These areas are discussed below.
1) We are proposing to separate the requirements for non-commercial and small
commercial facilities from the requirements for large commercial facilities. Commercial facilities
are manufacturers of products or equipment that sterilize what they make, or are facilities whose
main business it is to sterilize products or equipment. A large commercial facility is one that uses
2,000 pounds or more of ethylene oxide in a 12 month period.
We propose to add additional requirements for large commercial facilities. These
requirements are for monitoring operation of the control equipment, keeping records, and
reporting information to the government. We propose to include these requirements to our
regulation because the U.S. EPA has enacted a federal regulation that requires these things to be
done. A few facilities in California will have to comply with the federal regulation. It will be
simpler for these facilities to have to meet only one regulation.
2) We are proposing to change some of the compliance testing requirements for non
commercial and small commercial facilities. These changes--like being able to calculate instead of
measure the ethylene oxide coming out of the sterilizer chamber--are intended to make it easier to
test emissions. We are also proposing to make other changes that clarify and improve the
effectiveness of the regulation.
3) We are proposing to add an optional emission limit. This is a combined sterilizer and
aerator limit. It is equivalent to the separate limits, but will make it easier for some facilities
operators to show that their meeting the requirements.
4) We are eliminating the prohibition on discharge of wastewater from the sterilizer
exhaust vacuum pump (that contains ethylene oxide), and substituting a limit for ethylene oxide in
liquid discharge. This means that a discharge of liquid is O.K. if the ethylene oxide is removed
from it to meet the discharge limit.
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PROPOSED REGULATION ORDER
ETHYLENE OXIDE AIRBORNE TOXIC CONTROL MEASURE
FOR·STERILIZERS AND AERATORS
The Air Resourc~s Bo~rd st#fi~,propq~ip.g to 8D.}emi s,ection.9310~, title 17, California Code of
Regulations an,d to add sectiop., ,9310,8'.S ti tie• 17~ C,~.lifo;mia,,Code ofReg1].lations. These changes
are proposed to simplify and clarify the ATCM and emission test method to reflect
implementation experience practices and, for large commercial.ethylene oxide sterilizers, to
integrate the Sta,te reqµir<::qier,its with t!Je new United SJa.t~s En:vironm~t1tal Protection Agency's
promulgation ofthe Naticmal 13mission Sra,ndards fqr Ethylene O.xide C0q1IIJ.ercial Sterilization
And FumigationQper~ti.ons, Additions are shown in unqerlgie; deletions l:lfe shown in strikeout.

17 CCR, Section 93108. Ethylene Oxide Airborne Toxic Control Measure-Sterilizers and
Aeratol"s.

PARTl
NON COMMERCI~L STERJLIZERS AND AERATORS .
AND
COMMERCIAL STERILIZERSAND AERATORS
USING .LESS THAN,2,000 POUNDS,OE',ETRYLENKOXIDE
PER 12 ,CONS]l;CUTIME MONTHS

(a)

Definitions. For the purposes ofthis section, the followirig definitions shall apply:

(1)

"Acute care facility" means any facility currently licensed by the California Department
of Health Services as ,a general a<?ute Cl:lfe hospital (as •defined intitle 22, CCR,
section 70005), or any military hospital.

(2)

"Aeration" is the process during which residual ethylene oxide dissipates, whether under
forced.air flow, natµral qr mechanically ~sisted..convection, or other means, :from
previously sterilized materials after the sterilizer cycle is complete.

(3)

"Aeration-only facility" means a facility which performs aeration on materials which
have been sterilized with ethylene oxide at another facility.

(4)

"Aerator" means any eqµipment or space in which materials previously sterilized with
ethylene oxide are placed or remain for the purpose of aeration. An aerator is not any
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equipment or space in which materials that have previously undergone ethylene oxide
sterilization and aeration can be handled, stored~ and transported in the same manner as
similar materials that have not been sterilized with ethylene oxide.
(5)

"Aerator exhaust stream" means all ethylene oxide.-contaminated air which is emitted
from an aerator.

(6)

"Back-draft valve exhaust stream" is the air stream which results from collection of
ethylene oxide-contaminated air which may be removed from the sterilizer through a
back-draft valve or rear chamber exhaust system during unloading of the sterilized
materials.
·

(7)

"Commercial sterilizer" means facility which as its principal business sterilizes products
or equipment manufactured elsewhere, or a facility which sterili'.?'es products or
equipment it manufactures. A commercial sterilizer is also a non-medical facility that
sterilizes items used in conducting its business.
·

(1.8.)

"Control device" means an article, machine, equipment, or contrivance which reduces the
amount of ethylene oxide between its inlet and outlet and which is sized, installed,
operated, and maintained according to good engineering practices, as detennined by the
district.

(8- .2.)

"Control efficiency" is the ethylene oxide (EtO) mass or concentration reduction
efficiency of a control device, as measured with ARB Test Method 431 (title 17, CCR,
section 94143) according to the source testing requirements herein, and expressed as a
percentage calculated across the control device as follows:
[ (EtO in - EtO out)
L EtO in

(9)

x 100

= % Control Efficiency

"Date of eomplianee" meMs the time from distri:ct_adoption ofregulationsen:aeting this
eontrol meft3mc unt:il a fuciliey must be in complia:nee with speeifie requirements of this
rttle;

(10)

(11)

"District" means the local air pollution control district or air quality management district.

"Ethylene oxide (EtO)" is the substance identified

as a toxic air contaminant by the Air

Resources Board in 17 CCR, section 93000.
(12)

"Facility" means any entity or entities which: own or operate a sterilizer or aerator, are
owned or operated by the same person or persons, and are located on the same parcel or
contiguous parcels of land.
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(13)

''Facility-wide pounds of ethyl~neoxide used'peryearllis the totalpounds of ethylene
oxide used in all of the sterilizers atthe faci1itf d,t1rihg a,one,;year period.

(14)

"Leak-free" refers to that state which exists when.the concentration of sterilant gas
measured 1 cm. away from any portion of the exhaust system of a sterilizer or aerator,
during conditions of maximum sterilant gas mass flow, is less than:
(A) 30 ppm.for sterilant gas composed of 12% ethylene oxide/88¾ chlorofluorocarbon-12
by weight; and
·
(B) 10 ppm for other corripositipns ofsJerilar,it ~as,

17, ce;R:,

as determined by ARB '.fesfMetho<l21 :(title'
,section ~4124) ~if1.i a portable
flame ionization detector or a non-disperslve infrared analyzer, ~alibrated with methane, or
an acceptable alternative method or analytical im;tniment approved by the district. A
chlorofluoroca:rbon-12·specffic audible detector using a: .rrietal oxide semi-condtictor sensor
acceptable altemativ~ for exhausfsystems carrying a sterilant gas
shall be considered
mixture of ethylene oxide and chloro:fluorocarbon-12.

an

(15) "Local medical emergency" means an unexpected occurrence lll the area served by the
acute care facility resulting in a sudden increase in the amount of rn.edical treatments which
require a significant increase in the operation of a sterilizer or aerator.
(16) "Non-commercial sterilizer'' means a faciHty otherthan a commer~ial facility at which
us~d for sterilizin~
or rumi!iation,
hr ~t Which
aeration- -occurs~
.· : .
ethylene. oxide- 'is
- ',,
_- - " - : -~
,, ' . --- - - '
. . . . .>,r:::: . • .
(+6J1) "Sterilant gas" means ethylene oxide or any combination.of ethylene oxide and
· (an)other gas(es) used in a sterilizer.

(+:118.)

"Sterilizer" means any equipment in whic_h ethylene oxide is used as a biocide to
destroy bacteria, viruses, fungi, and other unwanted organisms on materials.
Equipment in whicli ethylene oxide is used to.fumigate foodstuffs is considered a
sterilizer.

(+8-12.)

"Sterilizer cycle" means the process which begins when ethyiene oxide is introduced
into the sterilizer. includes the initial purge or ~vacuation after sterilization, and
other washes,,. artd ends after evacuation of the final air-wash.
subsequent air, steam or
-'

(+92.Q.)

"Sterilizer door hood exhaust stream" is the air stream which results from collection of
fugitive ethylene oxide emissions, by means of an existing hood over the sterilizer door,
duringthe time that the sterilizer door is open after tlte sterilizer cycle has been
completed.
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(~21)

"Sterilizer exhaust stream" is all ethylene oxide-contaminated air which is intentionally
removed from the sterilizer during the sterilizer cycle.

(*22)

"Sterilizer exhaust vacuum pump" means a device used to eva,cuate the sterilant gas
during the sterilizer cycle, including any associated heat exchanger. A sterilizer exhaust
vacuum pump is not a device used solely to evacuate a sterilizer prior to the
introduction of ethylene oxide.

(b)

Applicability. Any person who owns or operates a non-commercial sterilizer or aerator or
any person who owns or operates a commercial sterilizer or an aerator that uses less than
2,000 pounds of EtO per consecutive 12-month period after December 6, 1996, must
comply with Part I of this regulation. section 93108 ..

(c)

Notification. Any person subject to this regulation must provide the district with the
following information, in writing, within 30 days of the date of district adoption:

( 1)

the name(s) of the owner and operator of the facility, and

(2)

the location of the facility, and

(3)

the number of sterilizers and aerators at the facility, and

(4)

an estimate of the total pounds of ethylene oxide and sterilant gas us'ed by the facility, in all
sterilizers, during the previous calendar year, as determined by a method approved by the
district.
A district may exempt a source from this requirement if the district maintains current
equivalent information on the source.

(d)

Reporting. Any person who owns or operates a sterilizer shall furnish a written report to
the district annually on the date specified by the district, or, at the district's discretion, shall
maintain such a report and make it available to the district upon request. This report shall
include one of the following, as determined by the district:·

( 1)

the number of sterilizer cycles and the pounds of ethylene oxide used per cycle for each
sterilizer during the reporting period, as determined by a method approved by the district;

or
(2)

the total pounds of sterilant gas and the total pounds ·of ethylene oxide purchased, used, and
returned in the previous calendar year, as determined by a method approved by the district.
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(e)

Requirements. No person shall operate a·stealizer or aerator after the ttpplie~le date
shown in. eeltttnn (a), 'fttble I, unless all 0f the following requirements are satisfied:

(1)

there is ne disebttrge of sterilii!er exhattSt ·taeUtlffl pttmp worki:ng :tlttid to wastev.·ater
streflffl:s, 1md

(;!, l) the exhaust systems and EtO SU11PIY s;xstem including, but IlOt limited to, any piping,
ducting, fittings, valves, or fl~g~s, thrpugµ which ethylene oxide-contaminated air is
conveyed ·£rem between the sterilizer, and ttefflttSr:tf;) the etttl,d ef, ae~ator and the control
device £!:re
shall
be leak"'.fte~;.:and
,. - ., ;.. , . : ,-,, -. '
; . ,:,, ,' <" ._, ,,,,.,,.--.
~

(3-2.) all of the control requirements shown in Table I below for the applicable coritrol category
are met; fillii
Q).

the concentration ofethyleae.oxide shall not exceed:
(Al 30 µ,g/ml in any liq~id discparge ass9ci~ted with the sterilization cvcle; ~nd
.(fil 10 µ,g/ml in any liquid <:lisch1:1rgeass<2ciat~d with the aeration eye-le for those facilities
... •.. • . . .. . ... .
where Table l requires aerat1on control: .. . . .
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Table I
Co~trol and Compliance Requirements
Requirements

Control Category
(Facility-wide Pounds
of Ethylene Oxide
Used Annually)

(a)
Exhaust Streams to
be Controlled

(b)
Exhaust Streams to
be Tested

w

~

CempHMee
(memhs)

None

Ntme

99.0

~

Sterilizer
Aerator
Sterilizer/Aerator

99.9
95.0
99.7
NIA*

+&

Sterilizer
Aerator
Sterilizer Door Hood
&
Back-draft Valve

Sterilizer
Aerator

99.9
99.0
NIA*

H

Aerator

Aerator

Less than or equal to
25

None

None

More than 25 arid less
than or equal to 600

Sterilizer

Sterilizer

More than 600 and
less than or equal to
5,000

Sterilizer
Aerator
Sterilizer/Aerator
Back-draft Valve

More than 5,000

Aeration-Only
Facilities

(c)
Control Efficiency
(%)

NIA*
95.0

+&

*Not Applicabk

(4)

for facilities using more than 600 pounds of ethylene oxide per year, the back-draft valve is
ducted to the control device used to control the sterilizer exhaust stream or the aerator
exhaust stream; and

(5)

for facilities using more than 5,000 pounds of ethylene oxide per year, the sterilizer door
hood exhaust stream is ducted to the control device used to control the aerator exhaust
stream.

(f)

Exemptions.

(1)

The requirements set forth in subsection (e) above do not apply to any facility which treats
materials in a sterilizer and which uses a total of 25 pounds or less of ethylene oxide per

calendar year.
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(2)

The district hearin~.boarci.P~Y ~p111t,~~IIl~!'~i~~Ri'. v,~an~eJrqIIl it~m~ (a) and (c) in
Table I of Pa~ l subsecti9n, (e), R::e.q,ujre~ents, ~P a persgn .who O;wrJ.S pr oper<,1.tes an acute
care facility if response fo a local medical: dfuetgency requires increased operation of a
sterilizer or aerator such that the requirements cannot be met.
The demonstrated need for such incr~as~d op<:!ration shall constitute "good cause" pursuant
to Health and Safety Code Sectjon 42359.5. Th~ emergency variance shall be granted in
accordance with this section aj,1:lf.any ~pplicilileJisfr:ict rule regarqing the issuance of
emergency variances for such occurrences, including the requirement that the emergency
variance shal} not relT!ctiQ,lll <::t;(e~.t~9Il,~~r t!J,9R,.J.Q 4~y5,;,!\Q1Y<:;Xer.. UJ.e. eII1ergen9y vguiance
shall be granted ·only
pe,ri'i>q oft~me dllrin,g,whiclJ,jn,qre3:~e~foperation of a sterilizer
oraeratot rs necessafyto :respond to the local II1~4ica(emergenRy.
.

for~e

(g)

CoII1pliance.. Th9 foe.iJi.~.•s~altb,~.!"- ~9f\'tP~iftll,9~,:~~ifu,q!J<p·~!->;"li.sie1,1~ speeified in. s.~sectiett
(e),•Re;uitements,rfof~~f'Mt~.~.~tite)speci;f}e~w.·,~oitmfu.(tl):of'fablc.I.
.
,'·

ffl

~·,"' ., "·"'';:•: ;•· .,,, !•••~'-•-'•;,-,;.,

·:'•,;·••?

,.,:

-,-

-

'

•·:

--~

,.,, '_,

~-·

' -

- ·,·",''".

.,, -_,,

;- '·'-

'.

',

,, '

-

"

~··

--

or

For the purpose determining cotnplianoe with the control efficiency requirement she•."ffl
set forth in column (c) of Table I, subsection (e), if a reduction in the amount of ethylene
oxide across the control dt::!vice i5, dep,.or1strated,. but t4e c.ontrol efficienc.y CanI}.Ot
affirmatively be demonstrated because the concentration o;fethyle:q.e oxi<:le m9as:µred in the ·
outlet of the control device is below 0.2 parts per million ethylene oxide, the facility shall
be.considered to qe in compliarwe with this req\rirement.

(h)

mttr

600. pe{#tds ef et1iy1ette o:<i:qe per ye~
.e1+0.03e this .al~mate 9qmplifl:flee. optiot} which
addresses the de.-te fur eef!tplia:qee with tl,:e rpqµir~m.~ e:t:~sttbseetien (c). If this
eomplitt11ee option fa eho:seii, the O'fi'fler Of t:,p9rt1:tor, shall:. .
.

of

(1)

withiii .3. tn{>fltf\S tl,.c .':lttte of cli~triet ~Qptien t>fregJ:tlatiens. e~apting this. eei?#ol
m9~ttre, ,ee,rpply vttth thc.. rcqµ~refr!cfrt3,.shoyminstt~§e.eti9ns (e){l) tmd(c)(2) fl;lld
dememtmte a. eontrel efficiency of99:9% .for the s-ter:ilizer exht.tttst stream, i:ruteeerdtmee
vt'ith. the sottrce. ~~tittg reqt1irc;rp:ents set forth .in ~secyio11 (i); ~

(2)

Mithin. 6 me,nths efthe cltttc of district ftdoptiott efr:egttltttions enacting this cOflff'ol
mef:t3tlfC, submit to the district a pltm to discmrtintte opere.-tion of all sterili:z:Cf3 and aerators
or eomp!y with. th~A~stri,9t r:pqµ,ire~e11~~Jo submit.a,plan t~.eomply -.yith the .reqJ:tirements
ofsttbsections (e)(3),(e)(4)~.ancl (c)(5),.mtd
·
·
·
·

(3)

v.•i::thi:fl 18 fftOnths ef the q:ate ef dis-triet a.deptien ef reg'.tllatiens enttetittg this eentrel
mcf:t3ttr.e, d:e ene ofthe follo•wing: .
(A) demenstrate t:e the se.-tisfactien ef the district that opere.-tien of all steriliier~ and

aerators at the facility htt3.been permtmctltly discofttintted; or
7

(B)

clcmonstfatc compliance with the requiremerus of subsections (e)(3), (e)(40, fffl (e)(S),
in accordance with the sottree tes1:ing provisions set forth in subsection (i), belo"vv.

Sourqe Testing. Source testing shall be conducted according to ARB Test Method 431
(title 17, CCR, section 94143) and the method evaluations cited therein or an acceptable
source test method approved by the district in consultation with the Executive Officer of
the Air Resources Board. Specific requirements for application are given below:

(1)

The test on a control device for a sterilizer exhaust stream shall be I'tlfl with a fypieai load,
a:s appro•ted by the district, in the sterilizer. All ethylene oxide emission points shall be
sampled during the entire testing period.

(2)

The test on a cofttrol device for fffl aerator exhaust suieem. sl,:a:H be rl.HlVfflft a typical loa:d,
as approved by the district, in the aera:tor. If the efficiency is being detemiined by inlet and
outlet sampling, the inlet and outlet of the control device shall be sampled simultaneously
during testing.

(3)

the inlet and outlet of the control device shall be sampled simultMeously during testing to
measure the control efficiency.

(4 .l) The efficiency of each control device shall be determined under conditions of maximum
ethylene oxide mass flow to the device, under normal operating conditions. To measure the
control efficiency of the control device on the sterilizer exhaust stream~ sampling shall be
done during the entire duration of the first sterilizer evacuation after ethylene oxide has
been introduced. To measure the control efficiency ofthe control device on an aerator
exhaust stream with a constant air flow, sampling sliall be done during a period of at least
60 minutes. starting 15 minutes after aeration begins. To measure the control efficiency of
the control device on an aerator exhaust stream with a non-constant air flow, sampling shall
be done during the entire duration of the first aerator evacuation after aeration begin~.

(5 .:!:.) There shall be dilution of the air stream between the inlet and outlet test points during ·
testing.

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 39600, 395601, and 39666, Health and Safety Code.
Reference: Sections 39650. 39665, and 39666, Health and Safety Code.
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17 CCR, Section 93108.5. Ethylene Oxide Airborne Toxic Control Measure--Sterilizers
and Aerators.

PART2

COMMERCIAL STERILIZERS AND.AERATORS USING2,0.00 POUNDS
OR MORE OF ETHYLENE OXIDE
PER 12 CONSE§UTWE MONTlIS
U!}

Definitions. Fortpeputli'pse§ o(tp~s s~ctio11, the definitions.set forth in section 93108 (a)
shall apply unless otherwise ·specified below: ·.
.
.. .

ill

..Administrator " means the A,dministrator ofthe pnited8tates Envir0nmental Protection
Ag~nc~ or his or he~ a~thi;mized representative ce:g.,' a ·cltstrict that has been delegated the
authority to implement any of the '.provisions ofthis part).
··
"Back-,draftval:ve /chamberexh.auststream" is the air strea,II1which results from collection
of ethyfene oxide-contarriinated air which. may be reiiloved from the sterilizer through a
back-draft valve or rear chamber exhaust system during unloadin,g of the sterilized
materials,
·
·
·
· ·
· ·· ·
· ·· ·

ill

"Baseline temperature" means tbe range of temperatures at the outlet point of a catalytic

oxidation control. device orat the exhau~t.point from the comln1stion chamber for a thermal
oxidation control device. establish~d during the perrorrrumce test atwhich the unitachieves
. ..
at least 99 percent cohtro·r of ethyJene oxide e111i~~ions. . . .
.(41

"Manifolding emissio.ns~• means.combiping.etpylene.oxide emissions from two or more
vent types for the. PUil??S~ cqntr9llini; these etnissions ~ith ·~ single.contml device.

ill

"Maximum ethylene glycol cot1~entration" means the concentration of ethylene glycol in
the scrubber liquor of an ucid-'-Vater scniliber controldevice established during a
performance
test when
the
scrtlbb~t
achieves
at. feast
99
percent.control
of.. \ethylene
oxide
'
.
.
.
'•
:< . .. -.
- ..
' "'--~-- ·-· - .
. -- .
.- - .
-, . .
.,
em1ss19ns.

!fil.

"Maximum liQUOr tc1nk level" means the level of scrubber liQUOt in the acid-waterscrubber
liquor recirculation tank,established during a perfomnancetest ;when thescrubberachieves
at least 99 percent control ethylene oxide

of

of

ill

emissions. . .

. . ..·. . . .

"Modification" means either (A) any physical change in, method of operation of. or
addition to, an existing permit unit that requires an application for a permit t0 construct
I'

••,,

9

''

.

,•

<.

••'

•.

'c•'

,

'

.

'

.

,•.

'•

and/or operate. Routine maintenance and/or repair shall not be considered a physical
change. A change in the method of operation of equipment, unless previously limited bv
an enforceable permit condition, shall not include:
(i) an increase in the production rate, unless such increases will cause the maximum
design capacity·ofthe equipment to be.exceeded; or
(ii) an increase in the hours of operation: or,

(iii) a change in ownership of a source: or,

au

the addition of any new permit unit at an existing source: or,

ilJ. the replacement of components if the fixed capital cost of the components exceeds 50
percent of the fixed capital cost that would be required to construct a comparable new
source.

00

"Oxidation temperature" means the temperature at the outlet point of a catalytic oxidation
device or at the exhaust point from the combusticmchamber for a thermal oxidation device.

(.21

"Parametric monitoring" means monitoring of a specific operating parameter or parameters
of a control device established to demonstrate that the control device is operating under
conditions that meet a performance standard.

(hl

Applicability. Any person who owns or operates a commercial sterilizer or an aerator using
2,000 pounds or more of ethylene oxide in any 12 consecutive monthperiod after
December 6, 1996 must comply with Part 2 of this regulation, section 93108.5, effective
the date that the National Emission Standard For Hazardous Air Pollutants for Ethylene
Oxide Commercial Sterilization And Fumigation Operations (Code of Federal Regulation
40, Part 63, subpart 0) becomes effective. Until that time the requirements in Part I,
section 93108, are applicable to all sterilizer and aerators .

.(cl

Initial Notification. Anv person subject to this regulation must provide the district with the
following information, in writing. within 30 days after the source becomes subject to the
regulation. Facilities must also provide the information to the Administrator unless the
Administrator has waived this requirement.

ill

The name(s) and address of the owner and operator of the facility;

.(2).

The location of the facilitv:

ill The number of sterilizers and aerators at the facility;

An estimate of the facility-wide pound~ qf e~hy{ene oxide used per year:

ill

A brief description of the nature; size, design> design.operating capacity, e:xpected contrpl
efficiencv. and method of operation,
oft4e sgµrce, and control equipment. includin~
.
operating design capacity, bypass valves, andfilt identification of each point ofemission:
-

'

.

.

(fil

Facilities complying with this regulation with a control technology other than acid.,water
scrubbers or catalytic or thermal oxidizers must provide infonnation describingthe.design
and operation ofJhe air,110 lluti9q,control.:system,incl11din.g recommendations.·fcrthe
operating parameters to pe moqit9red H~at will lll~i~ate.Pt~~er operatic?n aild huµnteµance.
Tite ~it~ ~,Vecific operat!P~•:¾HP.~FB~~:':mhwcmtqi;jP,;~:P~ete!!§·~ll
be detem:rµrt~d during
the petforman.ce test. . . . .. . . .. . . .
..
. ..
·

ill

A statement of.whether the soupce :is; a>,:najor or• area:source to the Administrator.

source is a new major source or.amaj$t:Source under~ciing modification, it must recei1te
.~tten approval inad:vance from the f\dministr~tor. The sourcemav use the "Application
for Construction or Modification" in Appendix 2 to
. satisfy.:the.initial notification
requirements: and
-

ru

If the

.

'

.

.

.

Art identification ofthe relevaritstandaicLgr other requirement. that is the basis ofthe
.notification and the source's compliance.date.
.
.
.

Requirements. No person subjected to these standards shall operate a sterilizer or aerator,
unless all ofthe foHowing requirements are satisfied:
shall be controlled to meetthe
.
ill all ethylene oxide released fromthe.sterilizerand.aerator
-

.

.

requirements shown in Table I for th~ al?,Plicable control cate~ory:

11

Table I
Emissions Standards for Commercial Facilities
Control Category
(Facility-wide
Pounds of
Ethylene Oxide
used i;2er 12
consecutive
months)
equal to or greater
than 2,000 and
less than 5,000

Requirements for Ethylene Oxide Sterilizer Facilities

w

®

DD.

Emission Streams to
be Controlled

Emission Streams to
be Tested

Control Efficiency (%)
or Outlet Concentration

.

Sterilizer
Aerator
Back-draft Valve

Sterilizer
Aerator

Aeration Qnb::
eQual to or greater
than 5,000 and
less than 20,000

Sterilizer
Aerator
Sterilizer Door Hood

95.0
Sterilizer
Aerator

~

*

ill

Sterilizer
Aerator

99.9
99.0
-*

-*

Back-draft Valve
Aeration Onlv
Equal to or more
than 20,000

99.9
95.0
-*

95.0
Sterilizer
Aerator

99.9
99.0 or
1 :i;2pmmax

Sterilizer Door Hood
-*
Back-draft Valve
99.0*
Aeration Onlv
99.0
.
Sources may show compliance bv mamfolding emissions to control device used to comply
with sterilizer or aerator requirement.
the exhaust systems and EtO supply including, but not limited to, any piping, ducting.
fittings, valves, or flanges, through which ethylene oxide is conveyed to and from the
sterilizer, aerator and the control device shall be leak:.free; and
Facilities must obtain a title V permit from the Administrator.
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Compliance. Procedures

ill Corrwliance Testing Notification
The facility shall n9tifythe Admi11istrat~r 60 days l;,eforetl;le dc1te and time of any
performance tests·.and mpnitori!l.g svstetq eval~~tJ01;1-s!,. Injl1e event tpe source is unable to
conduct the test on the date specified irithe notification, the :source shall not{fj the
Administrator within 5 days. prior to· the scheduled .performanc~ test date.

m

C()tpplianc~Testiilg

~~~~~cte~ :·fot t~~'.l?UIW<?S~·~ff ~~mo#syl'.gt~~g.~orm?li~ce rnµ~t be
ac9nr~ing t°' JXRHTestMetl1pd 431 (fitl~J7,'(;CR, ·s~ctiqn•'94143)}md the.method

(A) Soµrce.testi,ng

qr an ·a:c~ept~ble'.s9~rc~t~§t'ID#tllqd approved bv the district

evalu~tion~bi~t~d tn~Nin

in consultation: with'tbe Ex.ecutive 0fficefoftbe .Air.Resoufces Board,.andthe

span

Adfuipi§tFat6r.' B~f()i:e cond~ctfog ~ req~ired ~our~etest~ the source
develop a
site-specific test pro~ram sufutqary. the test schedul~:·data q,ualitv objectives, and
both AA intefual and external 9.ualitv a.ssurartce proiam. . . .
... ·•

(Bl· The followirig procedures shall be used to detetmirie the monitored parameters for
acid.:water scfubo~d: . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ..

(i) For determining the et~ylene. glycol .conce~tration•. thefacUitv 9wneroroperator

shall establishthe inaxitntim ~thylene glycof2oncentration as the ethylene glycol
concentration averag~ci ~ver three test runs: the sampling a.rid anafysis procedures in
ASTM D3695-88,· Standard Test Method. for Volatile Aic8hols in' Water by Direct
Aqueous-T11jection Gas Chroirfatography (1988). .

..

.. . .

(ii) For determining the scrubber liquor tank level, the sterilization facility owner or

operator shall establish the maximum liquor tank level based On a. single rneasu:rement
of the liquor tank l~v~l during one test rup,.

.co

The follovviri.g procedures shall be used to cietponstrate the baseline temperature for
catalytic oxidation units or thermal oxidationunits and to continuously monitor the.
oxidatio~ terriperature as ~equited by this

mea.stirn. .

. ..

.•. . .

(i) The baseline temperature for the stetili~ation cliamber vent shall be the

temperaturefor tµe catalyticoxid~tionunjt 9r oxiga~o0;.temperature.at the exhaust
poinl tromthe thermal oxidation tajit ave~a.ged over tfrree test runs using the
procedures in lL s.. EPA.Test.Method 18:'section. 1:2.·· .. <
.
(ii) The baselip.e t~mperatur~ for the aeratipn r9omvent shajl be. the temperature for
the catalytic oxidation unit or the oxidation' temperature at the exhaust point from the
•

'

S

•

•

•

,,•

•

,,

-,

•

'

•

'

",
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'

,,

thermal oxidation unit averaged over three test runs using the procedures in

U.S; EPA Test Method 18, section 7.2.
(iii) The baseline temperature for the chamber exhaust vent shall be the temperature
for the catalytic oxidation unit or oxidation temperature at the exhaust poirit from the
thermal oxidation unit averaged over three test runs using the procedures in · ·
U.S. EPA Test Method 18. section, 7.2 or 7.3.

ill

@

A facility seeking to demonstrate compliance with the standards with a control device
other than an acid-water scrubber or catalytic or thermal oxidation unit shall submit:
a description of the device: tests results collected in accordance with the test method
cited within or an approved method verifying the.performance of the device for
controlling ethylene oxide emissions to the levels required bv the applicable
standards: the appropriate operating parameters that will be monitored: and the
frequency of measuring and recording to establish continuous compliance with the
standards. The monitoring plan is subject to the Administrator's approval. The
owner or operator of the sterilization facilitv·shall install, calibrate, operate, and
maintain the monitor(s) approved by the Administrator based on the information
submitted bv the owner or operator. The owner or operator shall include in the
information submitted to the Administrator proposed performance specifications and
quality assurance procedures for their monitors .

.(fil

A facility seeking to demonstrate compliancewith the standards with a monitoring
device or procedure other than a gas cht6mat6graph shall provide to the
Administrator information describing the operation of the monitoring device or
procedure and the parameter(s) that would indicate proper operation and maintenance
of the device or procedure.

Compliance Testing Report

(8,). The facilitv shall send the district and the Administrator an initial statement of
compliance and test results within 60 davs following the performance test.

CEU The facility shall submit (before a title V permit is issued) to the Administrator:
(i) The methods that were used t-0 determine compliance;
(ii) The results of any performance tests, continuous monitoring system (CMS)
performance evaluations, and/or other monitoring procedures or methods that were
conducted:

(iii) The methods that will be used for determining continuing compliance, including
a description of monitoring and reporting requirements and test methods.
14

of

(iv) A statement hxtheowner or op~ratpr the affected existing, new; or modified
source as to whethefthe s'.dui€~: has
With. the relevant
standard or other
. .totnplied
..
.
requirements.
•'

·.

·.·

._

;..

.

.,

. .

.

ill Monitoring Requirements. The owner or operator of a sterilizer or aerator shall monitor the
parameters of the control syste111 specifie~ in this section to show compliance with the
provisions of thisre~ulation. If contintto4s t'nollitqri!'l~ systems are required, Am,endix 1
should be consulted for their applic~~on. Altrn,onitori~g equip111entshaU.be installed such
that representati,;e me~urements ofefui~$i<5n~ q? pro9essparameters which.ajiect
emissions from the source are obtained..•Fd~·niQ,tJ.it~riilge@$ment purcliasedfrorn a
vendor, verificati.on.of!h~PP~[c!.t~~.~~l ~tel.~~ oftµ~;rµpnit~.tjn~.~J4llipm~IJ.! shaUinclude, at a
minimum, cotnoletion the.manUfacturer:s wfitteti speciffoatjo11s or recornntendatiohs for
installation, ope~atiort, maintenance,.artd dalibration ofthe system.
.

of

*e

ill For sterilization fa9Uities c~mpl:ying•with eniissions staµdard.through the use of an
acid-wate,r scrubb~r. the owWerOfoperat()f sijall e1the,r:' ,. . . . . . . ..
. .
Sample the scrubber liquor and analyze andrecord once per week the ethylene glycol
concentration using the test procedures in subsection (e)(2)(B)(i). Monitoring is
required only ifthe scrubber µnit h?§ been or,erated during t9at week; or

au

Measure and r~cord. once per Week the level ofthe scrubber liquor in the recirculation
tank. The owner or operator shall install. maintain, calibrate, and use a liquid level
indicator tq measure tpe scrubber liquor ta11k level (i.e.• avisiJ?le depth gauge, a
dipstick, a magnetic itidicator, etc.rJ .
.
.. . .
.. . .
Operation of the fo.ci Iity with an ethylene glycol coricentrationin the. scrubber Irquor
in excess of the maximum liquor tank level shall constitute a violation of the chamber
exhaust vent standard for sources using 20.000 pounds or more of ethvlene oxide per
12 consecutive months'.
·
· ·
·
· ·

ill For sterilizationfacilities. complying .withtne elllis~iops·staridardstlirough the .use of

cata!ytic oxfdatiQndr thertn'aloxid~tip?• t:ij~)}YI}eicir opem$~i- SBall ·cgntinuously rponitor
and record the oxidation temperature aithe dutfetto the Qat~lyst bed or at the exhaust point
from the thermal combtistiort :charhberl1sing a teftwer:ature mo~itor. Thetemperaµu:e
monitor shall be instailed, calibrated, operated, and maintained to an accuracy within
±:5.6°C (±10°F). The owner or O}?erator
verity tre c1ccura9y of the temperature
monitor t\vic.e each calendar year i,vith a ~eference tefnpeniture monitor (traceable to
National Institute ofStandttrds apcl Techholo~Yll>H*D standard, or with indep~ndent
temperaµu:e rrte3surefnerit.d~vic~ .~ed,i~¥ted'for ffiis .Pllff◊$~). DuriBg accuracy checking,
the pr0be of the reference· device shall be at the sa.w,e focatib11 as tha.t 9fthe tenu,erature
monitor heing tested.
· ·
··

*i!ll

an
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For sources using more than 20,000 pounds of ethylene oxide per 12 consecutive months,
operation of the facility with the oxidation temperature, averaged over the cvcle, more than
5.6°C (10°F) below the baseline temperature shall constitute a violation of the chamber
exhaust vent standard.
(Al For the sterilization chamber vent, a data acquisition system for the tem:V:erature

monitor shall compute and record an average oxidation temperature over the length of
the cvcle (based on the length of the cycle used during the performance test) and a
three-cycle block average every third cycle.
.(B).

For the aeration room vent, a data acquisition system for the temperature monitor
shall compute and record an average oxidation temperature each hour and a 3-hour
block average every third hour.

(C)_ For the back draft valve (chamber exhaust vent), a data acquisition system for the
average oxidation temperature over
temperature monitor shall compute and record
the length of the cycle (based on the length of the cycle used during the performance
test).

an

ill

For sterilization facilities complying with the emission standards with the use of a control
device other than acid-water scrubbers or catalytic or·thermal oxidizers, the owner or
operator shall monitor the parameters as approved by the Adrriinistrator.

.(fl

For facilities continuously measuring the ethylene oxide concentration from the aeration
room (after a control device) or in the sterilization chamber immediately prior to the
operation of the chamber exhaust, the owner or operator shall follow either paragraph (A)
or (B) of this subsection:
(Al Measure and record once per hour the ethylene oxide concentration at the outlet to the

atmosphere from the aeration room vent after anv control device. The owner or
operator shall compute and record a 3-hour average everv third hour. The owner or
operator will install, calibrate, operate, and maintain a gas chromatograph to measure
ethvlene oxide. The daily calibration requirements are required only on days when
ethylene oxide emissions are vented to the control device from the aeration room
vent..

ffil

Measure and record the ethylene oxide concentration in the sterilization chamber
immediately before the chamber exhaust is activated. The owner or operator shall
install, calibrate, operate, and maintain a gas chromatograph to measure ethylene
oxide concentration. The dailv calibration requirements are required only on days
when the chamber exhaust is activated.
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ill At facilities using20,000ppunds or more of~t~I.~n~. oxi~e p~rconsec~tive 12 months,

·seeking to comply with the stand~~d.:·'-~§·
rttariif0Itliftgc ~rriissiorts;ftofuithe chamber ~xhaust
.•>',--.,·•.,-.·:,-·:::,:.'~--,,).."-_ ·r:·~·'.·" _,.- .. -:- -~-- . . >
vent to a control device controlling'emissi'Qrisffom another venttype (stecllization chamber
vent and/or aeration room vent), shall monitor the control device to which emissions from
the chamber exhaust vent are manifolded.
,

:.-

:... · . .~·::. - -'-~_'.:·- ·. ,--~,<->\ ·:,
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Recordkeeping.

ill The owner or operator of asterilizer or·aeratoi; shkjecttotiie.emi~~ions.stand~ds in

subsection.(d) t~ole 1sliail;rlfa,inta{v•rece)rds\1flli':::re~orfs an.a ribtifiaatians (ip.c'luding
compliance notifications).. in af~!111 stii!abl~cWd!ectdllyavaiJable fgr eXpeclitiohs. inspection
•
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•

•

•

•

·

•
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.(A} The OCGurrertce and durati0q
equipment;
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of et1ch zn~lft,uicti()i:i of tµe air '.ti0lh1tion COiltrO l

ail All required measurements needed to deg10µstrate c9nµ>lian;ce ·with the standard

(including; but not limited to, 1s~minute averages of CMS data, raw performance
testing measurements, and raw performance evaluatfori m.e&§fu'ements, that support
data that the source is required to report):
•

'

I

••'•-•

•·

•;.

,,.,

._f

All measurerrtents•as mav be .neeessapttCJ.determine
tlJ,e conditions ofperfQimap,ce
· tests and p¢rformii'.nce evaluations;
. . . . . .• . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .

.(Q.l ..

An,y informatiori•detnonstrating wli~ther a s9urce is meeting the requh:ements•for a
waiver ofrecordkeeping or reporlini reg_i{frements... .·
. ·. . .. . .

ill The source mav apply for a waiver of recordkeeping9r reporting requirements by

submitting a written. application to the Administrator. Until the waiver is granted, the
source remains subject to the reqµirements of this section. The application must contain at

aminimµm:
£A). A request for an extension ofcomplfa.nce (if applicable):· ·

ail All required compliance progress reports or compliance status reports;
..

.(Q.l Any excess emissions and CMS performance report;

illl Information to convince the administrator that a waiver of recordkeeping or reporting
is warranted.
17
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{hl

Reporting. Any person who owns or operates a sterilizer shall furnish the following written
report to the Administrator and to the district within thirty davs after the date specified by ·
the district.

ill

An annual report that demonstrates that the facility is a major or area source. The report
shall contain at a minimum:
the number of sterilizer cvcles and the pounds of ethylene oxide used per cycle for
each sterilizer during the consecutive 12~month reporting period from the district
permit: or
.(IU the total pounds of sterilant gas ahd the total pounds of ethylene oxide purchased,
used. and returned in the consecutive 12-months·froni'the date of the permit.

ill

Facilities shall provide semi-annual compliance reports to the Administrator that contain
information on the compliance status of the sourc·e. This report should also contain the
summary report in Appendix 1, (i). The report shall be signed bv the responsible official
who shall certifv its accuracv.

ill

Construction or Modification.

The requirements of this section apply to sources subject to the emission standards in
Table I. No person may construct or modify a source, without obtaining written approval, in
advance, from the district and from the Administrator. For major sources, the application for
approval of construction or modification may be used to fulfill the notification requirements. For
specific requirements, see Appendix 2. In lieu of complying with requirements in Ap_pendix 2, a
facility may fulfill these requirements by complying with the permitting agency's new source
review rule or policv, provided similar information is obtained.

NOTE: Authority cited: Sections 39600, 395601, and 39666, Health and Safety Code.
Reference: Sections 39650, 39665, and 39666, Health and Safety Code.
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Appendixl
Requirements for ,Coritin11~us Mo11itoring.Systems (CMS).
General Requirements

ill When the effluent from a singl_e source,_or whentwo ormore sources are combined before
being released to the atmOSl)here, the owner or operator sha.11 instali an a11plicable CMS on
ea~h effluent

ru

When the effl}l~rrt,fron:1 9µe source is releasedto tµe atrp,osµhere thrnugh more than one
poi11,t:the.o";fui~~2,r·d~etjtt6f'~n;;i,(t1i's~l~"~~~1f~~~J~- ¢£yW at:e~qh ~rriiss,ioIN?Qint '.uruess
the installation of fewer systems is approved bv the 1-\dtnirlistrator.
If more thcU1 mJe Continu9t1s En1is~ion.Monitoring System (CfilyIS) is useci tg,measure the
emisslons fro¢ orie source. tfie·owner shaii .report th~ ~esu'lt~-as r~g,uir~~,fo~ eacg Q:EMS ..

ill The date and time duri11g which a yMS is majfuncticming oi:inoperative, except for zero
(low level) and high levelchecks'.·. Also records ofaff r~qµired CMS tn~as~rements .
(including monitoring.data recordecldurin,g; unavoidable(~IvfS breakdowns andout-ofcontrol periods) shall be maintained..
. . ..
. ..
. ...
. .
C

'

'>

•

,

"

'

.,

,•·

•

.au

Recordkeeping

.(1)_

All results of pe:efonnance tests, and CMS pe:efonnance evaluations;

ru

All CMS calibration; checks;

ill AH adjusttnents,an~ rnairitenance!performedon·CMS(includingthe nature artd ca11se of

and

any malfunction
the :corr~cthreactiq11 t~e11.or pre"e~ti~e 111~asures adopted).··. Records
ofthe tot~ processoperating'time during th~ r~pm:ting p~ri:od shall be maintained as well;

ill For facilities using ;p;iore thaJ.l.20, oq9 µ9~1,1ds <>fc:tl\Yle11~ C>?Cide>pe[ 12 111onJJJ, consecutive
period, records shall be maintafoed for. ~11 procedures thatare part of a quality control
program developed and implemehtedfor:¢Ms. ' . .

. . ·. . . .

. ......

ill The s,pecific identification (i.e., the dateand.timepf corn,mencement and.completion).of
each. period of excess emissions roid para.tljeter monitoring exceedances~ as defined in the
standard, that occurs during pedqds other than st3:i:tups,shutdovvns. and m~lfunc;tigns ofthe
affected source;
(fil

The total process o:perating tim~ dunng th~ repq:gting peFi_qd,
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Additional Reporting The owner or operator shall submit to the Administrator a
semiannual summary report. The summazy report shall contain, at a minimum, the ·
information in (h) of this subsection. In addition if the duration of excess emissions or
process or control system parameter exceedances for the reporting period exceeds 1 percent
or the total CMS downtime exceeds 5 percent of the reporting period, an excess emissions
and continuous monitorin,g system performance re.port shall be submitted seI11.iannually as
well. The performance report shall contain, at a minimum, all information required in (b.)
of this subsection.
Operation and maintenance of continuous monitoring systems. Each CMS shall be
maintained and operated as specified in this subsection; and in a manner consistent with
good air pollution control practices.

ill

All CMS shall be installed such that representative measurements ·of emissions or process
parameters are obtained.
All CMS shall be installed, operational, and the data verified either prior to or in
conjunction with conducting performance tests. Verification of operational status shall, at a
minimum. include completion of the manufacturer's written specifications or
recommendations for installation, operation, and calibration of the system.
Quality control program. (Sources using 20,000 pounds or more EtO per 12 consecutive
months)

ill

The owner or operator shall develop and implement a CMS quality control program. As
part of the quality control program. the owner or operator shall develop and submit upon
request by the Administrator, a site,-specific performance evaluation test plan for the CMS
performance evaluation; In addition, each qualitv control program shall include; at a
minimum, a written protocol that describes procedures for each of the following operations:
(A)
(ID
(C).

.(I2).
.(fil

ID
ill

Initial and any subsequent calibration of the CMS:
Determination and adjustment of the calibration drift of the CMS:
Preventive maintenance of the CMS, including spare parts inventory;
Data recording, calculations, and reporting:
Accuracy audit procedures, including sampling and analysis methods: and
Program of corrective action for a malfunctioning CMS.

of

The owner or operator shall keep these written procedures on record for the life the
affected source or until the affected source is no longer subject to the provisions of this
section, to be made available for inspection, upon request, by the Administrator. If the
performance evaluation plan is revised, the owner or operator shall keep previous (i.e.,
superseded) versions of the perfonnance evaluation plan on record to be made available for
inspection, upon request, by the Administrator, for a period of 5 years after each revision to
Al-2

the plan.

ill

Performance evaluation·ofcontinuous rn6nitorirtg~ svstems.

ill If the Administrator requests a performance evaluation, the evaluation shall be conducted
according to the applicable specifications and ~~ocedures described in· this subsection.
•

,

,

'

,,

,

'•

•

'

,

'

l

Notification ofperfonnance evaluatiOII: Toe owner or operator shall notify the
Administrator in writing of the date ofthe performance evaluationsimultaneously with the
notification ofthe.p~rforrµany~ tt?st4~!~:~&..~~ J.e~~1§0 c:l~:rs pgor.t9.the. ~3:te the
performance eval~a!ioh is ~chedtjl~d t()\~egJt:1'.i:f:;qt>)2er{()rII1!3J1~e·,test is reguired. •· .

ill Submission of site-specific perforinanc'e·:evalua.tion test plan. ·(A)·. Before conducting a

required CMS performance ,ev~.lua1ion, tlie, oyvn~r or~pera19r shaU c:level()p and submit a
site,-specifjc.peiiotgi~ncee~aluati~~ t~~t pfallJ}()W~ A:dtpihistr~tor toraµiir~:ival. The
performance eval~a:tiontesf plan shall include the e:valwition pr9~ objectives, an
evaluation program summru:y, the performance evaluation schedule data quality objectives,
andboth an internal and external Q4 prn~. Data quality objectives arethe
pre-evaluation expectations ofpre~ision, a~cti~acy:"andc'o~leteness of data.

(B) The internal QA proiµ:am shall include, ~t a minimum, the activities planned by routine
oper~tors and clilalysts to provide an assessmentofCMSpeiformance. The external QA
program.shall.inclilde,.. at a minirnum, sy~tenis audits. that include. the· opportun1tv for . .
on-site evaluation bv the· Adrninistrator ofiristrnn;ient calibration, data validat.ion, sample
logging,
documentation of @alit,y contro(d~ta and fielcl maintenance activities....
~.'

-.

and
-

'

-s

.

"

,\·'

.

-

.,

'.,,,._

.

·;

-.

-

.

,-,

,.-,_

·'•

-

.,

·..

-

'

(C) The owner or.operator shall• submitthe site-s~ecific peffonnance evaluation test .plan
to the Administrator (ifreq11ested~ at le~t;60 davs.fiefore the perfortnance test or .
performance evaluation is scheduled to begin~ oron a m1;1tuaHy ~greed upon date•. and
reviewand apprc:>v-al oftlle' pelfo~~c;~ evaluatNri !estplaij b~. the Administrator will
(?CCur with· the review and aI'proyal ofthe site7spe9ific test plan (if review of the
site-specifi <> test PI!Yi is request~d).
·
(D). Inthe eventthattheAdtninistrator~ailstq ap;proveotdisapproye.the site-specific

perfonnance eyaluation test plaft• \.Vithin:tlie si,ecifi~d 'tithe period, tlie fqllewin;g conditions
shall apply::
(i) Ifthe oyvneroropefa,t()t inte4~sw d~~0,ns~te conw~iartc~by u~ing an

alternative to a monitoring method specified in this measure. the owner or
operator shall refrain from conducting the perf'onnan~e ~yaluation until the
Administrator a:Qproves the us~ of the alternatiye metp.off.. If the Administrator
does·not'at2vrovethe'useof tliealternativemeth~d Within 30 da~s b¢foretlie
performance evaluation is schedul~d t~ begin, the"perforn,ance evaluati?n
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deadlines may be extended such that the owner or operator shall conduct the
performance evaluation within 60 calendar days after the Administrator approves
the use of the alternative method. Notwithstanding the requirements in the
preceding two sentences, the owner or operator may proceed to conduct the
performance evaluation as required iri this section (without the Administrator's
prior approval of the site-specific performance evaluation test plan} if he/she
subseguentlv chooses to use the specified monitoring method(s) instead of an
alternative.

ill

Neither the submission of a site-specific performance evaluation test plan for approval, nor
the Administrator's approval or disapproval of a plan, nor the Administrator' failure to
approve or disapprove a plan in a timely manner shall:
CA)_

Relieve an owner or operator of legal responsibility for compliance with any
applicable provisions of this part or with any other appUcable Federal, State, or
local requirement: or

all

Prevent the Administrator from implementing or enforcing this part or taking any
other action under the Act.

ill

Conduct of performance evaluation and performance evaluation dates. The owner or
operator of an affected source shall conduct a performance evaluation of a required CMS
during any performance test require~ in accordance with the applicable performance
specification as specified in the standard. If a performance test is not required, or the
requirement for a performance test has been waived, the owner or operator of an affected
source shall conduct the performance evaluation not later than 180 davs after the
appropriate compliance date, or as otherwise specified in the standard .

.(fil

Reporting performance evaluation results. The owner or operator shall furnish the
Administrator a copy of a written report of the results of the performance evaluation
simultaneouslv with the results of the performance test within 60 davs of completion of the
performance evaluation if no test is required, unless otherwise specified in the standard.
The Administrator may request that the owner or operator submit the raw data from a
performance evaluation in the report ofthe performance evaluation results .

.(g}_

Use of an alternative monitoring method. Until permission to use an alternative monitoring

method has been granted hy the Administrator under this paragraph, the owner or operator
of an source remains subject to the requirements of this section and the standard.

ill

Request to use alternative monitoring method. (A) An owner or operator who wishes to
use an alternative monitoring method shall s1.1bmit an application to the Administrator. The
application mav be submitted at any time provided that the monitoring method is not used
to demonstrate compliance with the standard or other requirement. If the alternative
Al-4

monitoring method is to he usedto demons~ate compHflllce with the standard. the
application shaU be submitted not later t~a,n Y{ithth~ site specilic test plan (if requested),
with the site-specific performance e~aluattQn:plari requested). or at least 60 days before
..
.
the performance evaluation is schedu.ledto begin.

·ot

all

The application sµall contain a description of the proposed alternative monitoring
system and a performance evaluationtestylar),, if required.. In addition, the
application shall include infonnation· justifying the o'Wller or operator's request for
an alternative lllOnitori;n~me~hod, such as the technical or econqmic infeasibility,
or the impracticality:.· ofilie.~ff¢¢ted s6trrde usihg tlje reqJ,iited·Jliethod,
The owner or operator may submit theinforn1ation required in this paragraph well
in advance· of
submitt~l datesto enSl.ll"e a timely review by the· Administrator
in ordet to meet the compliance'demons:q:ation date spegi:fied in this section or the
standard.

the

After receipt and consideration of written c;wplieati011, the Administrator rnay improve
alternatives to any monitoring methods or procedures ofthis part including, but not limited
to, the following:
Alternative monitoring req1;1irements wµe.n installation of a CzyfS specified by the
standard would not provide accurate,tneasurements due to liquid water or other
interferences caused by substances within the effluent gases:
•

•

•

•

•,

•

•

•

N

•

Alternative monitori11g'requirements when the affected source is infrequently
operated;
_.

.

'

.
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•

•

•

..

•

, r

•.•• ••
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\

•• •

-

•

-

.

·•

.

,

c'

•

,

Alternative iocations{or installing CJvf8 -when the. owner or operator can
demonstrate that installation at aiternat~ iocatiorts wiil e~able ac:curate and
representative measurements:
Alternate P!ocedures for performing daily checks of zero (low;.level) and
high..Ievel• drift thatdo not involve hse df high..Ievel gases or test cells;
Alternatives to the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) test
methods .or sampling procedures specified bv any relevant standard;
•

;.

·p

"

.

•.

•, .1 .'

-

• ".

., ,' -

•

• - .

,. .

• ··- •

•

Alternative monitoring requirements when the effluent from a single affected
source or the combined effluent from two.or more affected sources is released to
the atmosi,here through rnore tli.an one point. .
. .
..

ill Status of request to use.alternative monitoring method.
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The Administrator will notizy the owne"r or operator of a:Qproval or intention to
deny approval of the request to use an alternative monitoring method within 30
· calendar days after receipt of the original request and within 30 ·calendar days
after receipt of any supplementary information that is submitted. Before
disapproving any request to use an alternative monitoring method, the
Administrator will notizy the applicant ofthe Administrator's intention to
disapprove the request together with:

ill

ill

Notice of the information and findings on which the intended disapproval is
based.

(ii).

Notice of 01,2portunity for the owner or operator to present additional information
·to the Administrator before final action on the request. At the time the
Administrator notifies the applicant of his .or her intention to disap_prove the
request, the Administrator will specizy how much time the owner or operator will
have after being notified ofthe intended disapproval to submit the additional
information.

(ID

If the Administrator approves the use of an alternative monitoring method for a
source. the owner or operator shall continue to use the alternative monitoring
method until he or she receives approval from the Administratorto use another
monitoring method.

If the Administrator finds reasonable grounds to 4ispute the results obtained by an
alternative monitoring method, requirement, or procedure, the Administrator may require
the use of a specific method, requirement, or procedure. If the results of the specified and
alternative method. requirement, or procedure do not agree, the results obtained by the
specified method, requirement. or procedure shall prevail.

!hl Monitoring data recorded during periods of unavoidable CMS breakdowns, out-of-control
periods, repairs, maintenance periods, calibration checks, and zero. (low-level) and
high-level adjustments shall not be included in any data average computed.

ill

A CMS is out of control if;
(A)

The zero (low-level), mid-level, or high level calibration drift (CD) exceeds two
times the applicable performance specification: or

(ID

The CMS fails a performance test audit, relative accurac:v test audit, or linearity
test audit.
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ill

Summarv.Report- Gaseous and Continupus .MpnitoringSyst~m Performance

The summary report shall contain the following information:

ill

The company name and address ofthe source;

m

The date of the report, and the beginning and ending dates ofthe reporting period:
A brief description of the. process :qnJts;

(4).

ill .

The monitoring equipme11t m{lllufacprrer(s) cµid modet number(s):

.(fil

The date of the latest CM8 certification or audit:

m

The total operating time during the reporting period:

00

An emissions data summary,. including. the total duratio11 of ex:cess emissions during the
reporting period (recorded in hours), the total duration· ofex~ess emissions e;,wressed as a
percent of the operatin~ time during ,the reporting p~riRd, and abreakdown of t,p,e total
duration of excess emissions during the reporting period into -those that are due to
startup/shutdown, control or monitmjIJ.g equipment proqlems, process or process equipment
problems, quality assurance, Quality control calibratforis, other known causes, and other
unknown causes:

!2)_

A CMS performance summarv, including the total CMS downtime recorded in hours, the
source operating time
total duration of CMS downtime expressed as a percent of the total
.
during that reporting period, and a breakdown ofthetotal CMS downtime during the
reporting period into periods that are due to monitoring equipment malfunctions,
nonmonitoring equipment malfunctions, quality assurance, quality control calibrations,
other known causes, and other unknown·causes:
'

'

.(JJll A description of anv changes in CMS~ processes, or controls since the l~t reporting period.

Ull

The name, title, and signature ofthe responsible official who is certifying the accuracv of
the report.

fil

Excess Emissions and Continuous Monitoring System Performance Report

The excess emission report shall contain the following information:
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ill

The name, thle, and signature of the responsible official who is certifving the accuracy of
the report:

ill

The date and time identifying each period during which the CMS was inoperative except
for zero (low-level) and high-level checks:

ill

The date and time the identifying each period during which the CMS was out of control;

ill

The specific identification (i.e. the date and time of commencement and completion) of
each period of excess emissions and parameter monitoring exceedances, that occurs during
periods other than startups, shutdowns, and malfunctions;

ill

The specific identification (i.e. the date and time of commencement and completion) of
each period of excess emissions and parameter monitoring exceedances, that occurs during
startups, shutdowns. and malfunctions:

(fil

The nature and cause of any malfunction if known: ·

CD. The corrective action taken or preventive measures adopted;

00

The nature of the repairs or adjustments to the CMS-that was inoperative or out of control;

.(2).

The total process operating time during the reporting period.
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.Appendixi

·. App)icatio11..fou Ctiristrticti~n;Or Modificatidn
(fil

General requirements.

An owner or operatorshall submitto. the district and;Administrator anapplication fotapproval of
the construction ofa new affected source, orthemodification of an existing source. Each
agplication for approval of construction or modification shall in~lude at a minimum:

ill

The applicant's name and address;

A notificati<:m.offe.int~ntion to·constructa. hew affected or make any modification as defined
in subsection (a.)(7);

··

·

·

·

·

· · ··

·

··

ill

The.address{i.e., physkal:.location) Qr proposed;address•·of the source;

ffi

An identification of the relevant standardthat is the basis of the application;

ill

The expected commencement date of the construction or modification;

(fil

The expected completion date of the constructionormodification, Facilities undergoing
modification shall providea;briefdescriptionof the components that are to be replaced;

ill

The anticipated date of (initial) startup of the source,

00

The mixture (l 00%, 12/88, 8/92 etc.,) and quantity of ethylene oxide emitted by the source,
reported in units and. averaging times and in accordance with the test methods specified in
the standard, or if actuat emissions data are not yet available, an estimate of the type and
quantity of ethyl~ne oxide expected to be emitted by the source reported in units and
averaging times specified in the standard. The owner or operator may submit percent
reduction information. Operating parnmeters, such as flow rate, shall be included in the
submission to the extent that thev demonstrate performance and compliance; and

(2).

An owner or operator who submits estimates or preliminary information in p18:ce of the
actual emissions data and analysis shall submit the actual, measured emissions data and
other correct information as soon as available but no later than with the "notification of
compliance status."

(hl

Application for construction. Each appHcation shall include technical information
describing the proposed nature, size, design, operating design capacity; and method of
operation of the source, including an identification of each point of emission for ethylene
oxide and a description of the planned air pollution control system (equipment or method)
for each emission point. The description of the equipment to be used for the control of
A2-l

emissions shall include the estimated control efficiency (percent) for each control device.
The description of the method to be used for the control of emissions shall include an
estimated control efficiency (percent) for that method. Such technical information shall
include calculations of emission estimates in sufficient detail to permit assessment of the
validity of the calculations.

w

A11plication for modification. Each application shall include in addition to the
information in (a) above of this section the following:

ill

A brief description of the affected source and the components that are to be replaced;

ill

A description of present and proposed emission control systems G,e., equipment methods)
that will be used to comply with the standard in Table I. The description of the equipment
to be used for the control of emissions shall include the estimated control efficiencv
(percent) for each control device. The description of the method to be used for the control
of emissions shall include an estimated control efficiency (t?ercent) for that method. Such
technical information shall include calculations of emission- estimates in sufficient detail to
permit assessment of the validity of the calculations;

ill

An estimate of the fixed capital cost of the replacements and of constructing a com.parable
entirely new source;

ill

The estimated life of the affected source after the replacement.
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.APPENDIXB

SUMl\1.ARY COMPARISON OF THE EXISTING ATCM,
NESHAP, AN:» PROPOSED~AMENDED l\.TCM

APPENDIXB
Summary Comparison of the Existing ATCM,
NESHAP, and Proposed Amended ATCM
Section

Applicability

Existing ATCM

Commercial facilities using more
than 2,000 pounds per 12 consecutive
months--emission standards and other
requirements apply.

Facility using less than 25 pounds EtO annually-reporting required. Non-commercial facilities
using 25 pounds or more EtO annually and
commercial facilities using 25 or more annually
but less than 2,000 pounds per 12 consecutive
months--emission standards and other
requirements apply also.

Commercial facilities using 2,000 pounds or
more EtO per 12 consecutive months--emission
standards and other requirements apply.

Sterilizer emissions

Sterilizer emissions

Sterilizer emissions

Sterilizer emissions

99% control for any facility
using more than 25 but less
than 600 pounds EtO annually.

No control for facilities using less
than 2,000 pounds ofEtO per 12
consecutive months.

99% control for non-commercial and
commercial facilities using more than 25 but
less than 600 pounds EtO annually.

2,000 pounds or more but less than 5,000 pounds
EtO per 12 consecutive months.

99.9% control for any facility
using 600 pounds or more EtO
annually.

99% control for commercial facilities
using 2,000 pounds or more EtO per
12 consecutive months.

99.9% control for non-commercial and
com1hercial facilities usirig 600 pounds or more
EtO annually.

Facility using less than
25 pounds EtO annually--

reporting required. Facility
using 25 pounds or more of EtO
annually--emission standards
and other requirements apply
also.
Emissions
Standards

Proposed Amended ATCM
Part2
Part 1
(Large Commercial)
(Small Commercial and Non-Commercial)

Federal NESHAP
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99.9% control for commercial facilities using

99.9% control for commercial facHities using
5,000 pounds or more EtO per 12 consecutive

months.

APPENDIXB
Summary Comparison of the Existing ATC:l\1,
NESHAP, and Proposed Amended ATCM
Section

Emissions
Standards
(continued)

Existing ATCM

Federal NESHAP

Proposed Amended ATCM
Part2
Part 1
(Large Commercial)
(Small Commercial and Non-Commercial)

Aerator emissions

Aerator emissions

Aerator emissions

Aerator emissions

95% control for any facility
using more than 600 but less
than 5,000 pounds EtO

No control for facilities using less
than 20,000 pounds ofEtO per
12 consecutive months.

95% control for non-commercial facilities using
600 or more but less than 5,000 pounds EtO

95% control for commercial facilities using
2,000 pounds or more but less than 5,000 pounds
EtO per 12 consecutive months.

I ppm mmdmum outlet concentration
or 99% control for facilities using
20,000 pounds or more ofEtO per
12 consecutive months.

99% control for non-commercial facilities using
5,000 or more pounds ofEtO annually.

annually.

annually.
99% control for facilities using
5,000 pounds or more EtO

annually.
95% control of Aeration - only
facilities using 600 pounds or

more EtO annually.

No control for aeration-only facilities
using less than 20,000 pounds ofEtO
per 12 consecutive months.

95% control for commercial facilities using 600
or more pounds .EtO annually. .
95% control for non-commercial and

commercial aeration-only facilities.

I ppm maximum outlet concentration or 99%
control for commercial facilities using
5,000 pounds or more ofEtO per 12 consecutive
months.
'

95% control for aeration only facility using
2,000 pounds or more EtO but less than 20,000
pounds ofEtO per 12 consecutive nidnths.

•,

Monitoring

Record keeping

Facilities subject to emission
standards must maintain leakfree system.

All facilities must maintain
record of EtO use.

99% control for aeration-only

99%control for aeration only facilities using

facilities using more than
20,000 pounds ofEtO per
12 consecutive months.

20,000 pounds or more EtO per 12 consecutive

months.

Facilities using more than
2,000 pounds EtO per 12 consecutive

Facilities subject to emission standards must
.maintain leak-free system.

Facilities using more than 2,000 pounds EtO per
12 consecutive months must monitor key
operating parameters of control equipment, such
as temperature, liquid levels, etc.

All facilities maintain record ofEtO use.

Facilities using more than 2,000 pounds EtO per
12 consecutive months must maintain records of
EtO use, breakdown data, continuous monitoring
performance data, and compliance data for five
years.

months must monitor key operating
parameters of control equipment,
such as temperature: liquid levels, etc.
Facilities using mor~ than
2,000 pounds of EtO per
12 consec.utive months must maintain
records of EtO use, breakdown data,
continuous monitoring performance
report, and compliance data for five
years.
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APPENDIXB
Summary Comparison of the Existing ATCM,
NESHAP, and Proposed Amended ATCM
Section

Existing A TCM

Reporting

All facilities must report annual
EtOuse.

Testing

ARB Method 431

Federal NESHAP

Facilities using more than 2,000
pounds of EtO per 12 consecutive
months must submit semi-annual
compliance report, annual report of
•EtO use, and monitoring and
breakdown data.
U.S. EPA Test Methods in 40 CFR
part 60 appendix A

Proposed Amended ATCM
Part2
Part 1
(Large Commercial)
(Small Commercial and Non-Commercial)
All facilities must report annual EtO use.

Facilities using more than 2,000 pounds EtO per
12 consecutive months must submit
semi-annual compliance report, annual report of
EtO use, and monitoring and breakdown data.

ARB Method 431 equivalent to U.S; EPA
Method. In addition, added to ARB Method
431 a test procedure to quantify concentration of
EtO in water. Added procedure for calculating
mass of EtO to the control device.

ARB Method 431 equivalent to U.S. EPA
Method. In addition, added to ARB Method 431
a test procedure to quantify concentration of EtO
in water. Added procedure for calculating mass
of EtO to the control device.
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.APPENDIXC

PROPOSED TEST M£THOD 431,DETEiil\fiNAToION OF ETIIYLENE OXIDE
EMISSIONS FROM STATIONARY SOURCES

California Environmental Protection Agency

S~Air Resources Board
PROPOSED

Method 431
Determination of Ethylene Oxide
Emissions from Stationary Sources

Adopted: September 12, 1989
Amended: July 28, 1997
Amended:

-------

Note: this document con$iSt$ of the text of the proposed amendment to Method 431. Proposed
deletions are noted by
and proposed additions are noted by underline.

Method 431

Ethylene Oxidfl

-:-::-:::--::-=:--:::-:_::-:-:-:-----:-----:--,--,---:,----,--,---:---,.-------------PROPERTIES:
gas at room temp
M.W.: 44.05 B.P.: 10. 7; V.P.: 146 kPa (20 ~q
vapor density: 0.98 (air= 1); explosive rar:,ge: 3.% to t30+% v/v in air
SAMPLING
Actual monitoring atthe inlet of control

MEASUREMENT

devices,

where concentrations of Eta· are extremely high
and may even be in the explosive range, may
pose a significant sc1fety hazard. In the very
recent past there Haye beeh explosions, at
several EtO stenlizatioh facilities i0 ofheFstates.

TECHNIQUE: Gas Chromatography, Flame
Ionization detector (PID optional).
ANALYTE:

Ethyler:ie Q:x:ide (EtO)

INJECTION:

0.5cg.to 2cc; sampling loop.

These explosions may have been associated

with catalytic oxjdation ¢6nttol devices•. Due to
these concerns it is strdngly recornmended that
the estimation calcuratfons.<Appendix 13} be used
instead of actual monitoring .measurements to
determine the mass
of the control unit,·

ofEtb delivered Je the inlet

The calculations described in Aooendix B may
be used to· estimate the mass of Ero delivered
to the inlet of the control device. or: the direct
interface sampling and. apalysis procedure
described in Appendix A may be used to
continuously monitor ethylene oxide
·
concentrations at the outlet (and inlet) of the
control device using a gas chromatograph
with flame ionization detector (GC/FID) or

too

TEMPERATURE: - INJECTION:
cc .
- befEcfoR:220 cc
- COLUMN: isothermal 80
CARRIER GAS:

COLUMNS:

CALIBRATION:
...

°c

UHP Helium qr Nitrogen
30 cc/minute

6 to 9 foot 1% SP-1000 on
60/80 mesh Carbopack 8
compressed gas cylinder

standard,

-

ANALYTI.CAL:RANGE: 0.20 ppmV to 0.50% v/v

photo-ionization detector (PIO).

OPTION: Where appropriate, integrated Tedlar
bag sampling may be used to. mo.n.itor the
ethylene oxide concentrations. Refer ;to
Appendix I for sampling procedures.

PRINCIPLE: The mass (or concentration) ofethylene oxide delivered to a control unit (inlet) during a
sterilization cycle will be estimated (i.e., calculated) using the procedures in Appendix B or measured
using the sampling/analysis procedures described above. The mass (or concentration) of ethylene
oxide delivered to the control unit (inlet) c:Juring an aeratior,cycle and the mass (or concentration) of
ethylene oxide emitted from the control unit (outlet) dlirina sterilizatfon 6r aeration cycle will be .
determined using the sampling/analysis procedures desciibedab'6ve and the calculations described in
Appendix F.

a

APPLICABILITY: This method is applicable to the measurement of ethylene oxide in emissions from
hospital equipment sterilization and aeration chambers, and appropriately configµred commercial
sterilizers.
LIMITATIONS: Refer to Appendix H for limitations associated with Tedlc1r bag and dire~t interface
·

sampling/analysis of ethylene oxide.
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INTERFERENCES: The diluent gas (such as Freon-12, HCFC-124, or others) may interfere with th;
EtO peak when testing low EtO emissions concentrations. GC operating conditions should be adjusted
to provide baseline resolution between EtO and any diluent gas.
.
REFERENCED METHODS: This method is based on the EPA rule for EtO emissions from sterilizers
(December 6, 1994, CFR 40, Part 63.63, pg. 689).
Ethylene oxide
REAGENTS:

METHOD: 431
EQUIPMENT:

1. Ethylene oxide in compressed gas
cylinders at levels bracketing the
sample concentrations. Sterilant
diluent gas may,. be included in the gas
mixtures at levels expected in the
emission matrix.
2. Helium, 99.999%, and FID grade
hydrogen and air.

1. Gas chromatograph, flame ionization
detector, integrator, and ~olumns.

2. Sample loops .50, 1.0, and 2.0 cc;

3. Air, purified, to be used for
dilutions, blank preparation, and •
standard preparation.
-

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS:

Ethylene Oxide is a potential carcinogen. Work should be perfo.rmed in
a well ventilated fume hood. -For specific regulatory requirements refer
to the California Labor Code, Part 10, Section 9020; Title 8, California
Code of Regulations, Section 5220.
Actual monitorjng at the inlet of control devises, where concentrations
of EtO are extremely high and may even be in the explosive range,
may pose a significant safety·hazard. In the very recent past there
have been exptosjons at several EtQ sterilization facilities, in other
states. These explosions may have been asseciated with catalytic
oxidation control devices, Due to these concerns it is strongly
recommended that the estimation calculations (Appendix Bl be used
instead of actual monitoring measurements to determir:ie the mass of
EtO delivered to the inlet of the control unit.

CALIBRATION ANO QUALITY CONTROL:

Refer to Appendix E for multipoint and daily calibration and quality control procedures. Refer to
Appendix E for calibration procedures specific to the direct-interface gas chromatography.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _LIST OF
APPENDICES:

Appendix A:

Testing Procedures for Sterilizers with Catalytic Oxidation or Hydrolytic Scrubber
Type Control Units

Appendix B:

Procedures for Estimating Mass of EtO at the Control Unit Inlet

Appendix C:

Testing Procedures for Aeration Chambers
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CiiiculatiQns
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Reporting Requjremer,ts

AppendixH:

Method Limit~tions
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APPENDIX A
TESTING PROCEDURES FOR STERILIZERS WITH
CATALYTIC OXIDATION OR HYOROLYTIC SCRUBBER
TYPE CONTROL UNITS
The following procedures shall be used to determine the efficiency of catalytic oxidation and
hydrolytic scrubber types of control devices used in controlling emissions from an ethylehe·oxide
sterilizer. The following aspects of the ethylene oxide compliance test are discussed belo_w in
this Appendix:
•Stack gas moisture determination.
•Stack gas volumetric flow rate determination.
•Determination of ethylene oxide concentration.
The procedures described herein are used to provide control unit inlet and outlet mass or
concentration values to be used in calculating a control efficiency, as specified in the Ethylene
Oxide Airborne Toxic Control Measure for Sterilizers and Aerators (17 CCR, Section 93108). As
described below, stack gas moisture and volumetric flow rate determination may not be required
for many control unit configurations. In such cases the control efficiency will be based solely on
the concentration reduction across the control device.

Stack Gas Moisture
For catalytic oxidation ·units, the atmospheric moisture dominates the resulting average moisture
from the sterilization chamber humidification process and of the moisture created by the
destruction of EtO. This is due ta the fact that ambient air is used in great excess (normally
>100:1) to dilute the chamber sterilant gas before passing across the catalyst bed. Thus the
"stack" gas moisture content may be assumed to be the same as that of the ambient air. The
wet/dry bulb method may be used for determination of the ambient moisture content.
For hydrolytic scrubber units, the outlet gas may be assumed to be saturated with moisture (i.e.,
the temperature of the outlet stream must be obtained for the calculation).

At the discretion of the Source Test Protocol reviewer the moisture content of the exhaust gas
may be measured using ARB Method 4 during the evacuation and wash stages of at least one
cycle (out of the three).

Stack Gas Flow Rate
If volumetric flow measurements are required, measure the volumetric flow rate of the control
device exhaust continuously during the evacuation and wash cycles using the procedures found
in ARB test methods 2, 2A or EPA Method 2C or 20, as appropriate. Following are the
recommended procedures for flow rate measurements for hydrolytic scrubber and catalytic
oxidation type control devices.
Hydrolytic scrubber type control units: ARB Method 2A is required for measuring flow rates from
hydrolytic scrubber type control units. It may be necessary to have multiple meters.available in
order to cover the expected range of flow rates. To calculate the molecular weight of the gas,
assume that the composition of the sterilant gas is delivered unchanged from the chamber to the
control unit and that the balance of the control unit emission gas is sterilant balance gas (if any)
plus the moisture content. If there is any dilution of the sterilant gas though, the diluent gas
concentration will have to be measured along with the concentration of EtO in the gas streams
for volumetric flow to be calculated correctly. Record the flow rate at 1 minute intervals
throughout the test cycle, taking the.first reading w_ithin 15 seconds after time zero. Time zero is
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defined as the moment when the pressure in the sterilizer is released. (The purpose here is to
measure flow rates concurrently with the bag samples or an-site GC). Correct the flow to
standard conditions (68°F and 1 atm) and deterrnine flo'N rate in units of standard cubic-feet per
minute for the run as outlined in the test methods listed in this paragraph.
Catalytic oxidation type control units: Volumetric flow measurements may not be necessary for
compliance testing of catalytic a~idatiqn control units. In those.systems that meet the following
criteria the destruction efficiency calculation can b.e base.a solely. on the EtO concentration
measurements (not applicable where the inlet estimation technique is used).

1. no dilution between inlet and outlet sampling locations,
2. identical flow at inlet and outlet sampling locations, and
3. constant flow throughout the dLJrationofthe ca.rppliance.test.
However, volumetric flow measurements may be required by the Districts in order to determine
yearly rri~ss erpissians for inventory or facility risk assessment purposes. In those cases the
following procedures shall beJollowed. Note that flow measurements need only be obtained at
one of the sc1rppli11g locations, _either inlet or outlet, ifthe above.. conditions are met.
CARS Method 2 (type S pitot tube) shoµld be qsed to determine stack. gas velocity and
volumetric flow rate of stacks greater than 12 inches in diameter. Testing stacks/ducts having
cross-sectional diameters less .than 12. i11ches and equal to or greater than foLJr inches, must be
conducted. according to Unitep States Environmental Prqt.edion Agency (US EPA) Stationary
Source Sampling Methqds 1A and 2C. Th.e differential pressure gauge used to measure
velocity head (delta P) must meet the re~uirem~nts pf ARB ry1ethod 2, Section 22 (also USEPA
Method 2, Section 2.2). Pitottube dimensions and spe<:::ifications rnust be demonstra~ed to meet .
the requirements of ARB Method 2, Sections 2.7 and 4.2 (also USEPA Method 2, Sections 2.7
and 4.2). The source test reports must (1) include reasonably accurate as-installed drawings of
the stack from the sterilizer to the point of emission, and (2) identify sampling locations, including
dimensions, fpr each facility. Volumetric flow measurements will be .conducted in the following
ma.nner: 1. Acomplete velocity traverse of the exhaustduct will be co.nducted in a m~mner
consistent with applicable ARB or USEPA reference methods for flow determtnations. 2. An
average velocity pressure will be . cc:1lcuiated fr9111 the .individual press,ure measurements mad.e at
each velo<:::ity traverse point as specified in the .ARB/ERA reference method. 3. A traverse point,
where the measured v~locity pressure corresponds to the calculated average pressure, will be
used to make single point pressure measureme.nts during direct sampling and analysis of EtO
emjssion. 4. Velocity pressure mea.surements will be made.concurrently with each direct sample
drawn out of the exhc1ust duct for analysis. The emissions flow rate will be determined from the
set of pressure rneasurements made at the single traverseipoint and. comp.ared to the flow rate
calculated from the initial, "complete" flow rate measurement procedure. The two flow rates
must compare within 10% for the test run to be valid.
Typical cat-ox units operate at 50 and 1d_O scfm. The exhaust ducting of ~ typical control unit is
4 to 6 inches and occasionally up to 1O inche.s in diameter. The larger size .ducting gives very
low linear gas velocities· (e.g., less than 10 ft/sec.) which are difficult to meas,ure using stand.ard
pitot tube/manometer techniques. A practical solution.is tor.educe the diameter of the oversize
stack to a temporary 4 in<:::h stack during the test. Also, because low flow/low velocity pressure
conditions are anticipated for the exf,alJst duct emissions from some control units, use of a
pressure transducer whose sensitivity is ·applicable for low magnitude pressure measurements
and whose performance is traceable to a National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
reference standard is acceptable. Calibrations 'Of the pressure transducer must be routinely
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conducted and calibration curves maintained in the company's file.

Determination of Ethylene Oxide Concentration at the Inlet of Control Units
Actual monitoring at the inlet of control devices, where concentrations of EtO are extremely high
and may even be in the explosive range, may pose a significant safety hazard. In the very
recent past there have been explosions at several EtO sterilization facilities in other states.
These explosions may have been associated with catalytic oxidation control devices. Due to
these concerns it is strongly recommended that the estimatjon·calculatjons (Appendix 8) be
used instead of actual monitoring measurements to determine the mass of EtO delivered to the
inlet of the control unit,
Two options are provided, as outlined below, for determination of the mass of ethylene oxide
delivered to the control unit inlet.
Option 1, Inlet Estimation: (sterilization cycle only, cannot be used for aeration tests) The mass
of ethylene oxide emitted from the sterilization chamber and delivered to the control unit inlet,
during a sterilization cycle, may be calculated using the estimation technique detailed in
Appendix B. The procedures shall be performed, on an empty sterilizer, for the duration of the
post-evacuation/wash stages under normal operating conditions. A short "soak" (exposure)
stage, e.g., manually aborted after no more than ten minutes, should be used to minimize leak
and chamber losses. For those sterilization systems where sterilant gas is also added as
"make-up" during the exposure stage, the cycle shall be aborted and the chamber exhausted
before such "make-up". The use of the:inlet estimation technique-is not aUower:f.for:~l~i:fljier:
c~amb.e'f:evac~at[oris.
systems using water rir19·seal pumps (flow through or recirculating)
All test conditions must be characterized and reported with the final test results.

for

Option 2. Inlet Measurement: (must be used for aeration tests)
The mass of ethylene oxide emitted from the sterilization or aeration chamber and delivered to
the control unit inlet may be determined by monitoring the. chamber exhaust volumetric flow rate
and EtO concentration (as described in the Measurement Methods section below) at the control
unit inlet. If using this inlet measurement procedure, only the "entire duration of the first
evacuation", as defined by the ATCM, must be tested for compliance purposes. The inlet and
outlet of the control unit must be tested simultaneously. A loaded chamoer must be used when
performing compliance tests of sterilization cycles if using this inlet measurement option. If the
chamber load is to be used for compliance testing of an aeration run, the "soak" (or exposure)
stage may nQt be shortened, e.g., manually aborted. This inlet measurement procedure must be
used for compliance testing of aeration cycles. All test conditions must be characterized and
reported with the final test results.

Measurement Methods
The mass of ethylene oxide delivered to the control unit inlet during an a.eration cycle and the
mass of ethylene oxide emitted from the control unit outlet during a sterilization or aeration cycle
must be determined by using one of the following sampling/analysis procedures and the
calculations found in Appendix F. For catalytic oxidation control units, if the mass of EtO at the
inlet is measured rather than estimated, testers must report documented evidence that the inlet
probe is placed such that the sampled gases are completely mixed (i.e., chamber exhaust and
ambient make-up). This documentation may be obtained by following the steps outlined in
Appendix D.
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Tedlar bag sampling/analysis orogedure: The Tedlar bag sampling procedure specified in
Appendix I may be used to collect samples of ~teriliz~r/aerator and c::ontrol unit exhaust gas for
subsequent analysis by GC/FI D. The sampling quality assurance proce<:iures detailed in
Appendix I must be followed. In additidn, th~ foliowing procetiures must be followed.
If Option 1, Inlet Estimation, is used then the entire fst evacLJation and wash period must be
monitored for EtO emissio·ns at the outlet of a c::ontro'I system. Sampling will be initiated for the
first evacuation when the pressure ir1 the sterilizer is released.
If Option 2, Inlet Measurement, is periormed th~n. the. inlet ,nd otJtle(n,onitodng wifl be
conducted simultaneo1Jsly·. Sameling wilFbe initiatec:l fprthe first eVacuationwhen the pressure
·
··
in the sterilizer is released.
ARB staff recommends that one of the test personnel .mo.niter the 5tt:!rHi~t:!r chambt:!r pressure
during the run and cdmrni.Jnicate;with walkie-talkies, the! samplir,g start and stop times to the
sampling test crew.
'
· ·
Excess EtO shall be bubbled through a sulfuric;acid (1 1'J sollJtion) irr1pinger qefore disch;:irgt:!, or
alternatively· can be routed -back into the contr9I unit:ir'ilet g~s ~trearo. _Ensure that ·ttie excess
sample _gas which has passed through the acid filled impinger is discharged to a safe location
and will not imperil test personnel.

.a

The Teelar bag-samples must be analyzed within 24 hours (of the s,ampl~ ~top tirne) t,y_the
procedures listed herein. The mass of EtO associated with each bag sampling int~rval is
calculated as outlined iri Appendix F.
Repeat the procedures three times (three cycles) .. The arithm~~ic average percent effictency
(see Appendix F: Calculations) ofthe three runs shall'determine the oyerall efficiency of the
control device.
·

Direct Interface Sampljng Analysis: As an alternative to the Tedlar bag sampling procedure
described above, a gas chromatograph (with FIO or PIO) interfaced directly to the emission
source may be used to continuously monitor ethylene oxide concentration at the outlet (and inlet)
of the control device. For catalytic oxidation type control units, this procedure shall only be used
if the sampling frequency is less than 2 minutes. For hydrolytic scrubber units, this procedure
shall only be used if the sampling frequency is less than 1 minute. In addition, the following
procedures must be followed.
If Option 1, Inlet Estimation, is used then the entire 1st evacuation and wash period must be
monitored for EtO emissions at the outlet of a control system. Sampling will be initiated for the
first evacuation when the pressure in the sterilizer is released.
If Option 2, Inlet Measurement, is performed then the inlet and outlet monitoring will be
conducted simultaneously. For cat-ox control units, direct GC sampling will be conducted for at
least the duration of the entire 1st evacuation. For acid scrubber control systems, sampling will
be conducted during the 1st evacuation and for the duration of any additional evacuation/wash
periods (up to the point where aeration begins). Sampling will be initiated for the first evacuation
when the pressure in the sterilizer is released.
ARB staff recommends that one of the test personnel monitor the sterilizer chamber pressure
during tl:te run and communicate, with walkie-talkies, the sampling start and stop times to the
sampling test crew.
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When testing 3M sterilizer systems, or other systems with pulsed chamber exhaust, if the inlet
mass is measured using the direct-GC approach, testers must use a one liter Greenburg-Smith
impinger (empty) in the GC sampling train. The impinger shall be placed between the catalyst
bed control unit and the on-site GC. This impinger will be connected by a Teflon line (less than
2 feet) to the catalyst bed's inlet sample port and by a Teflon line (less than 1 foot) to the heated
sample line to the GC analyzer. The insertion of this impinger into the sample train will function
as a mixing chamber for the sampled sterilizer exhaust gas prior to introduction into the GC
analyzer. Sterilizers with pulsed exhaust will be continuously sampled through the modified
sample train. The impinger geometry will mix the sampled gas and "smooth out" the variable
concentrations associated with the pulsed exhaust gas flow. The impinger must be included in
the system leak check, field blank and field spike.
The sample train is leak checked by plugging the sample line at the stack end and running the
sample pump. Flow indicated by the rotameter should fall to zero. If it does not, seek and
correct loose connections and other potential sources of leakage, then repeat the leak check.
Maintain a constant flow rate of approximately 2 liters per minute through the sample probe and
transfer lines. If the sample transfer line is more than 10 feet long it should be heated to
approximately 150 °F.
Excess EtO shall be bubbled through a sulfuric acid (1 N solution) impinger before discharge, or
alternatively, route the excess gas back into the control unit inlet gas stream. Ensure that the
excess sample gas which has passed through the acid filled impinger is discharged to a safe
location and will not imperil test personnel.
Repeat the procedures three times (three cycles). The arithmetic average percent efficiency
(see Appendix F: Calculations) of the three runs shall determine the overall efficiency of the
control device.
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APPENDIX B

PROCEDURES FOR ESTIMATING MASS OF ETO AT THE INLET
The amount of ethylene _oxide, in pounds, loaded into the sterilizer shall be determined by one of
the following three procedures. These estimation procedures are valid only if there are no
significant leaks or loss of EtO before the control unit. These estimation procedures shall be
performed using an empty sterilization chamber. A short exposure stage, e.g., manually
aborted, should be used to minimize leak and chamber losses. For those sterilization systems
where sterilant gas is also added as "make-up" during the exposure stage, the cycle shall be
aborted and the chamber exhausted before such "make-up". These estimation procedures may
r,9~ be used with sterilization systems using recircu!atjng water ring seal pumps for evacuation of
the chamber if the "correction" procedures outlineded in section 4 below are followed •. Use of
flow through water ring seal pumps for chamber primary evacuation is specifically prohibited by
the EtO ATCM.
1) For small sterilizer operations using disposable sterilant cartridges, weigh the cartridge to the
nearest .5 gram before and after use. Multiply the total mass of gas charged by the weight
percent ethylene oxide present in the sterilant mixture. Alternatively, if the cartridge supplier
has certified the weight of EtO contained in the cartridge then this weight may be used for
the estimation calculation. Or,

2) Weighing the ethylene oxide gas cylinder(s) used to charge the sterilizer before and after
charging. Record these weights to the nearest 0.1 lb. Multiply the total mass of gas charged
by the weight percent ethylene oxide present in the gas. Or,
3) Calculating the mass based on the conditions of the chamber immediately after it has been
charged and using the following equation. A calibrated differential pressure gauge shall be
used to monitor the chamber pressure.

MWxMxPxV
RxT
where:

WC

=

weight of ethylene oxide charged to the chamber, in pounds
(grams)

MW

Molecular weight of ethylene oxide, 44.05 lb/mol (gr/gr-mole)

V

=
=
=
=

R

=

gas constant, 10. 73 (psia*ft) 3/(mol* 0 R) ((.08205
L*atm)/(g-mo(e•° K))

T

=

temperature, 0 R (°K)

s

=

standard conditions are 68°F (°R or °K} and 1 atm.

M

p
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1.. For stermzatioo sy~em~. using a reciVi,Yljnip9 ~iec_ring seal pump to evacuate.the chamber
after the expp!Jyce s,tillQ 8 lRnmary ~v~c9atroqls1 cgn19UHPrnY§t_be a'?cnedto the estimated inlet
Eto mass, The ~unetJfJt 91 Fl() r~t~i0~~ iRJ~e;_g,4tpg;}Y~tre,~9rvqirmystbe subtracted from the
amount calculQted by·tae acgvetecbaiaues; foHoW:tbe;grocedu~s specified in.Aocendix Lto
collect 2 aHauot water samples from th' r;e.sorvoic irnmediateiy before and after the stennzec
~xhaust comoli~qg~JE,!m. <i.~: '. w~~~c,~§IC!JRl!PQ ;ti01~~:mHst di~ectly correspond..to start and stoo
t,mes of the ~xhaµ=# lestl·, _- Th~ PWmR resorvo1c ma;rneed. to be fitted with asampling port for this
purpose. Detectpioe the votume 91 water in the resotvoirbottlbefore and after.the exhaust test. ·
Analyze the sa01ptesJ1s p_et&cc_enqix _L and_ cat.9u1ai,e the rnass at Eta retained in the water. and
the corrected iolet Eta mass. us,ag the calc1.Jlatipn~!?h2Wa qelow.

where:

'11.« -

W~igl)lt 2f ftthWnn~,q~ige~gb§IC9.@cJ to the ghamper and deHvered to
1bEif'tQCJtf;ol ynjtcorr;ec;;Wq for F;JQloss;rothe water. in pounds
(grams)·

'!:!. -

we,,y~bt .9tetn¥leg~ o~ige ret,c3ined in the.pump resorvoirwater. in
pounasJ9,:amsJ

.

-

where:
~

Where:
concemtratjon
in the pump. resorvoirwater.afterthe exhaust
~
- . • ·of- ·Eto
-····•··-··
. . . .

concentration of Eta io the pump reservoir water before the
exhaust test
yolume of water ia the reservoir after the exhaust test
volume of water in the reservoir after the exhaust test
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APPENDIXC
TESTING PROCEDURES FOR AERATION ROOMS

The following procedures shall be used to determine the efficiency ofa controL device useci to
control ethylen·e oxide emissions from an aeration room. An.aeration room is defined as any
facility used for the dissipation of ethylene oxide residue from equipment previously sterilized in
a sterilizer. The procedures are identical to those used to test sterilization chamber/control units
(Appendix A) with the exception of the following.
The test shall be performed by placing a normal load of previously-sterilized equipment into the
aeration room.· The exposure stage cannot be shortened or aborted.
The measurement procedures in Appendix A shall be used to determine the volumetric flow rate ·
and EtO concentration at the inlet and outlet of the control device. (The inlet estimation
technique cannot be used.)
If using the direct GC sampling and analysis proced1:1re, sample and analyze a slipstream of the
outlet concentration of EtO once every 3 minutes conlinuously for 1 hour.
The emissions test shall be conducted in the hour immediately following the loading of the
aeration room. The test shall consist of one aeration cycle run. The test engineer and/or test
administrator shall insure that the aeration room is being tested under normal operating
conditions and equipment load. These conditions shall be documented and reported with the
final test results.
Testers must have documented evidence that the inlet probe is placed such that the sampled
gases are completely mixed (i.e., chamber exhaust and make-up air). Procedures for insuring
the correct probe position are listed in Appendix D. This documentation shall be reported along
with the test final results.
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AP!Rt;NDIX ,D

DOCU~ENJ°AT!QN OFANLEJ RRQSE POSITION
FOR CATALYTIC'oxlOATION CJNITS
For catalytic oxidation control units, if the mass of EtQ attt:,e inlet is rt1E!asured rather than .
estimated, testers must report documented ~vigE:Jnce that thet inlet probe is plac!:!d such that the
sampled gases ate completely mixed (i.e., chamber exhaust and ambient make-up), This
documentation may be obtained by the followihg steps:
·
~

-

•

,,

'

< (· -

- - '

~

",. _-

·:

1.

lnstalLthe sampling probe ihtfle cofitrqf;ur,lfin,l~t:

2.

During a ster.ili:zer chamb~r evacuation monitor the volumetric flow rate of the control· unit
exhaust. Also monitor the. concentration of ethylel"ie oxide, using the procedµ~e~ . outlined
below, at the control unit inlE3t (e.g., after dilution in the control unit). Monitor both the flow
rate and EtO concentration for the· duration of the sterilization chamber. exhaust (first
evacuaticm and following washes).
·
·

3.

Calculate the total amount of EtO delivered to the control unit. These calculations are
outlined in Appendix F.

4.

Calculate the estimated amount of l;tO delivered to th!;! control uni.t by.fellowing .the
procedur:es in A·ppen_dix B:
·
··

5.

Perform the-above operations 3 times.

6.

The concentration .of EtO measured at ttie· control unitinlet must be within 10 % of the
estimated amount for the probE! to -~e d9cumenJE:!cfas
correctly
pos;itioned.
""'
....• '
.
~

,,

,

,~

,

The above te$t must be performed ·e'lery tini~ the pr;gp,E! i~ErPl~ced or rnov:e.<:t Th.\;! ...
documentatie1t shewing cdrrectpesilioning of the inlet probe 'mu·st be includ~d ,in th~Je~t repert.
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APPENDIX

E

CALIBRATION AND QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES FOR ANALYSIS
1 INTRODUCTION
Each laboratory that uses this procedure i.s required to operate a formal quality control
program. The minimum quality control requirements of this. program consists of an initial
demonstration of laboratory capability and an ongoing program of routine calibratien and
analysis of performance check samples to evaluate and document data quality: Two options
are provided for routine calibration; calculation by linear regression or average response
factor. The laboratory must maintain records of all performance checks to document the
quality of generated data.

2 APPARATUS
2.1

Flowmeter, 100 seem.

2.2 Tedlar bags, 10 L.
3 REAGENTS

3.1

Calibration standards can be obtained commercially in specially treated con,pressed gas
cylinders. Concentrations of the minor components in each mixture must be traceable to
the National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST) or to a national measurement
system approved by the Executive Officer of the Air Resources Board. NIST traceability
may be ac_complished by the specialty gas veridor via several methods:
(1)

By analyzing the gas mixture directly against a NIST Standard Reference Material
(SRM). This alternative can be utilized when an SRM with the proper component is
available and the concentration is within a factor of two (2) from the gas mixture
concentration.

(2)

If SRMs are not available, analyzing the gas mixture against well .characterized Gas
Manufacturer Primary Standards (GMPS). These GMPS mixtures are analyzed
against internal laboratory standards, gravimetric or volumetric, traceable to NIST.

4 INITIAL PERFORMANCE DEMONSTRATION

The following steps must be followed before the analytical method may .be used. The
performance evaluation must be repeated at least every six months. NOTE: Two options are
provided for daily calibration (see Section 5). If response factor method (5.2) is used, both
Option 1 and 2 (4.1.2 and 4.1.4) must be conducted during initial performance evaluation.
Peak area integration, and not peak heights, must be used for the determination of instrument
response.
4.1 Multipoint calibration

4.1.1

Standards are analyzed at least three times at four different concentrations. The
concentration levels should be five times the limit of detection on the low end,
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approximately midway in -the linear res,ponserange of the method, and near the high
concentration end of the nn~ar response limit RE!~ult~ ,of the niUltipqiryt analyses must be
documented ar:id shaU 'inolue:te .data on interc~pt, slope, cqrrefc3tfoh offit, relative standard
deviations, range of concentrations tested, respon~e factor and limit of detection
calculations.
4.1.2

Option 1, Least Squares Fit. The least squares analysis of the data should produce a
correlation coefficient of at least 0;99. Blank values shall not be subtracted from the raw
data and the origin (0.0, 0.0) wm not be used in the calculations. If the intercepttfeviates
significantly from zero, the analysis must be reviewed for possible system contamination
or other problems.

4.1.3

Standard deviation of the GC re~po~.~!:!~Ja~~•~'~e>urit~);:1~.e Cc3lcu.lc3ted at each leyel of the
multipoint and must be included_iri tfie an~lytical report.

4.1.4

Option 2, Response Factor. For each calibration target compc,und, calculate the pooled

mean response factor (RF) from the sE!t of four multjpointlevels. Calc:ulate the st~ir,dard
deviationand ttie perdent relative standard deviation. The l.aogratory must dernons.trate
that RF val.ue~ over the working rangeJor the tca(g~t cq,rppour,q~ ~re cpnstant. The
percent refative standard cieviatibns of the m~ar, RF's Must not extee~f 15%.. The
equation for calculating the pooled me"an respon'se factor is listed below.

Rfpooled= (RF 18+ RF 1b+ RF1c+ RF21 +......RF4b+ RF.iJ / 12
where 1a through 4c represent the individual response factors calculated from the 12
multipoint runs.
4.1.5

Analytical L,imits of Detection. (LOO) must be calculated. The LOO for each method must
be calculated by the following equation:

LOO =!Al +35
where:

A is the least squares x-intercept, in units ofppmV, calculated from the multipoint data
(section 4.1.1).
S is the standard deviation ofreplicate determinations ofthe lowest standard, in units of
ppmV, calculated from the multipoint data by the following equation:

Where:

y

=

the standard deviation of the GC response, in area counts, of
rep Iitat~ :determinations ofthe lowe~t standard.

b

=

the least squares Y intercept

m

=

the least squares slope
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At least 3 replicates are required. The lowest standard. must be run at 1 to 5 times the
estimated detection limit. If data is not available in the concentration range near the
detection limit, S may be estimated by:
·

S

= RSD xA

where RSD is the relative deviation of the lowest standard analyzed.

4.1.6

The Limit of Quantitation (LOQ) must be calculated by the following equation:
LOQ = 3.3

x LOO

No analysis results will be reported below the LOQ.
5 ROUTINE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
Routine users of the method will use one of the following options for calibrations and result
calculations. Compound concentrations used in the calibration curves mu~t bracket levels
found in stationary source emission samples. Peak area integration, and not peak height,
must be used for determination of instrument response.

5.1

Option 1, Least Squares Fit
A least squares fit, i.e. as determined with the initial multipoint calibration, must be used for
sample quantitative calculations. A calibration check must be performed every ten hours,
or every ten sample analyses, whichever is more frequent. Use the midpoint calibration as
a check. The GC response must be within 10% of the mean values established in the
multipoint calibration or a new calibration curve must be prepared. The GC responses are
recorded and inspected to check for trends which indicate the degradation of standards or
instrument performance.

5.2

Option 2, Response Factor
The average response factors, i.e. as determined with the multipoint calibration, must be
used for sample quantitative calculations. A calibration check must be performed every
ten hours, or every ten sample analyses, whichever is more frequent. Use the midpoint
calibration (see section 4.1) as a check. The measured RFs must be within 1.0% of the
mean values established in the multipoint calibration or a new calibration curve must be
prepared: The response factors are recorded and inspected to check for trends which
indicate the degradation of standards or instrument performance.
For non-routine users of the method, ie. 1 test per month or less, calibration involves
generation of at least a 3 point curve during each analysis dayand a midpoint calibration
check after every 1O samples. Either linear regression or mean response factor
calculations can be used. The initial performance evaluation is still required.

6 ROUTINE QUALITY CONTROL
6.1

Laboratory Blanks
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A laboratory method_ blank is a volume of ultra high purity gas carried through the entire
analytical §iChenie. The gas us~c:f for bJa;:ik r:uns shoµldrpe-certified by the gas supplier or
laboratory to contain less than the analytical limit of detection (LOO) of the analytes of
interest. The laboratory blank volume must be equal to the sample volumes being
processed. Laboratory blanks are analyzed each shift before the analysis of samples may
proceed. A blank is also analyzed- after the analysis of a sample containing components
with concentrations greater than the most concentrated standard used. The laboratory
blank results will be reported along with raw sample data in final reports. Sample results
~hould not be corrected for blank contribution. Note that a,field blank analysis may be
used in place of the laboratory blank. Hqwever, if the results of the field blank are greater
than LOQ, a laboratory b.lank will be run to isolate the source of contamination.
6.2

Laboratory Replicate Samples
Replicates serve to measure the precision of aA,ar:talysis . .Ten'p.ercent of all samples, or at
least one sample per batch, will, be analyzed in duplicate to indicate reproducibility of the
analysis a,:,dt9 monitor such cqnditions as instrument drift. The precision (!Ave. - X 1 j/Ave.)
x 100) of duplicate analyses r:m,istfall within predetermined limits, Le, 3 x RSD as
established during the initial performance evaluation.

6.3 , Calibration Chec.k Sample
The midpoint standard used in multipoint calibraticms must be analyzed every eight hours,
or every ten samples, whichever is- more frequent, to check instrument performance. The
GC response of all analytes must be within 10 % of the mean values established in the
multipoint calib.ration or a new ca.libraUor1-curve must be .generated. The GC responses
are recorded and inspected to check for trendswhich indicate the degradation of
standards or instrument.performance.
6.4

Performance Evc:1luation Samples ·
To demonstrJte data quality, p,erformance evalua~ion samples may, be analyzed
periodically. At the discretion of the Ex9qutive Officer, periodic analysis of performance
evaluation samples rnay be required. If analysis of performance evaluation samples is
required by the Executiye Officer, the an~lyse~ sllc:111 be conduc_ted in .the following manner.
The performance evc11uati,on materic1.I sh;:1ILbe used to evaluate both sampling and
analytical systems. Performanqe evaluation samples st,aU be analyzed ata frequency
depenctent on hCJW .oftenthe method is used. lfthe method is used on a daily basis, the
performance evalt,Jation sc:1mple, must be analyzed twice a month. Ifthe methoct is used
less frequently, the performance evaluation sample must be analyzed once a month or
whenever the. methc:id is.us.ed (whichever is less): A val_ue of .±1'0% of the. stated
concentration of the performance evaluation sample must be recovered for the analyte of
interest.. The results. pf the~e analyses mus,,t also. be recorded and placed on permanent
file for at least three years ~nd shall be made ava(!aQle t9 t~e ~ecutive Officer upon
request. All performance evaluation samples will b~ lab~led with an expiration date and
may be re-certified by the vendor if they contain sufficient volume (i.e. greater then 60%
residual).

6.5

Qualitative Analysis <:;:riteria
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The retention time of the target compound must be within 0.06 RRT units of the standard
RRT.

6.6

Quantitation Criteria
The column resolution criteria of 20% valley (as measured from the baseline tq valley
minimum) between a target compound and an interfering compound must be achieved
before any quantitation can be allowed. When a compound interferes with the target
compound and the degree of the interferences exceeds the column resolution criteria the
compound can still be quantified if the following criteria is met. Set the reporting limit for
the lowest amount that can be quantified high enough such that the interfering compound
accounts for less than 10% of the area of the target compound.

7 ANALYTICAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
Each report of analyses shall be in the following format and will include the following
information. Refer to Appendix F for result calculations format.

7.1

Complete identification of the samples analyzed (sample numbers and source). Pertinent
information should be submitted to the analytical laboratory via a chain of custody record.

7.2

Date of submittal of the sample, date and time of GC analysis. The latter should appear on
each chromatogram included with the report.

7.3

The raw and calculated data which are reported far the actual samples will also be
reported for the duplicate analyses, laboratory and field blank analyses, the field spike
sample analyses, and any other QA or performance evaluation samples analyzed in
conjunction with the actual sample set(s).
The calibration data, including average response factors calculated from the calibration
procedure described in Section 5. Include the relative standard deviation, and data
showing that the midpoint response factors have been verified at least.once during each
10-hour period of operation or with each separate set of samples analyzed.

7.4

7.5

All relevant data used to define the reporting limit will be reported. This will include
parameters such as sampling volumes, sample injection volume, chromatographic
interferences, and Tedlar bag contamination levels. In no case will results be reported
below the established reporting limit. Test reports should include a table summarizing
reporting limits (per sample) including a description of causes of variation.

8 DIRECT SAMPLING CALIBRATION AND QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES

Due to the nature of direct sampling, routine calibration procedures are somewhat different.
The sequence of in-field calibration, quality control, and sample runs listed below is
recommended when performing on-site analyses.
·
1. Run a 3 point calibration (triplicate runs at three levels) bracketing the expected sample
concentration before each compliance test. The calibration curve prepared from the
averages shall be used for quantitation of the cycle samples as well as determination of
the limit of quantitation.
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2. Run a field blank, through the entire sampling train, using zero air (ambient air normally
can be used for this purpose for etf'.1ylene.oxide ~ampling).
3. Run a field spike, through the entite :samplin9Araiii, using the calibration standard closest
to the sample concentrations. The spike gas· introd.uced at the transfer line inlet should be
at ambient pressure.
4. Analyze the field samples.

5. Run..stc1ngc1r(J 9h~qks.aft~r,~c1mpleanc1IY:ses ~re,.compJ~teforeach.cyele,test. Sta.ndard
ctieck res.lilts mu~t::g~ witt:1iri 1{1% pfthe.ptetest ~verag$' values.
·
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APPENDIX F
CALCULATIONS

for an of the monitoring options listed below the procedures and calcu!afions,wm o"e·reoeated
three times. The arithmetic average percent efficiency of the three runs shall determine the
overall efficiency of the control device,
· ·· ·
For Ted!ar Bag Sampling:

Calculate the mass of EtO emitted from the control unit during each
bag sampling period by using the following equation. Throughout the calculations, sufficient
significant figures will be carried to round off to the required destruction efficiency. For example,
if the rule requires 99.9% destruction efficiency, the calculations will be carried to 4 significant
figures with the result rounded to 3 significant figures.

x V x 44.05 lb/mol x mol/385.32scf x

Wb

=

C

Wb

=

C
V

=

the mass of EtO emitted corresponding to each bag
concentration of EtO in ppm
volume of gas exiting the control device corresponding to each bag
sample, ft3 • The volume is determined by integration of the area
under the curve of volumetric flow rate (corrected) versus· time for
the period each bag was sampled.

1/106

where:

=

Add the mass corresponding to each bag, Wb, (i.e., mass emitted during the 1st evacuation plus
the mass emitted during washes) used during the evacuation for the total mass {Yl/0 ).

Determine sterilizer control device efficiency (% Eff.) using the following equation:

% Eff.

=

where:
the total mass of EtO delivered to the control unit; this value can
either be estimated using the procedures in Appendix ~ .6. or
measured using the procedures in Appendix ~~ along with the
calculations listed above (for W1). Note that where appropriate, as
described in Appendix A, the mass values in the control efficiency
equation may be replaced with the corresponding EtO concentration
averages.
For Direct GC Sampling: If the direct GC approach is used, instead of Tedlar bag sampling, plot
a concentration versus time curve. Calculate the mass flow at each sampling interval ~ 2
minutes for catalytic oxidation units, ~ 1 minute for hydrolytic scrubbers) by selecting the
concentration, C, and volumetric flow rate, Fv, at each interval. (Concentration and flow
measurements must be synchronized.) Use the following equation to determine the mass flow
rate Wt of EtO exiting the control device.

C

x fvx 44.05 lb/mot x mol/385.32 scfm x 1/106

where:
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C

FY
44.05
385.32

=

EtO cone (ppm)

=

flow (scfm)

=

molecul~f'.y:~ight ot,EtO 1.b/lb:\11Al~:·(g/g-mole)
. .
359 scf/mole'ideal'gas law constant corrected to 68° F and 1 atm.
(24.0~ l/m9le at6.8° F):

=

Plot a curve of mass flow rate versus time and integrate for total mass of EtO for the control
device outlet (W0) (or inlet.W,). Use the e,guc1tjon_ljstf!d 5'boyefor stermz~r control device

efflciency. ca1cu1ati0O,
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APPENDIX G
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
The following outline of reporting requirements is meant to be used as a general guide for EtO
source test report reviewing purposes.
Sterilizer: manufacturer and model number, volume of the chamber, the type of sterilant gas
used, the type of materials sterilized, a cycle process diagram, e.g., a plot of chamber pressure
vs. time including footnotes regarding start and stop points of cycle.stages and including a
detailed explanation of the evacuation flow discharge path (water and ·vapor) during all stages of
the cycle. If pressure/volume calculations are used to determine the weight of EtO charged to
the chamber then chamber pressure sensor calibration data shall be included in the report.
Control Unit: type of chamber evacuation pumps used, type of control unit, manufacturer and
model number, the size or capacity of the control unit, the operating temperature, a diagram of
the control unit and sampling locations. If monitoring is conducted at the inlet of a catalytic.
oxidation unit then .the test report shall include documentation of the correct positioning of the
inlet sampling probe.
Test Data: plots of volumetric flow rate versus time (the reviewer should determine whether
integrated sampling is appropriate), results of moisture determinations, a plot of the multipoint
calibrations used for quantitative calculations, calculations for limit of detection and reporting
limits, tables of raw data, final results, and all chromatograms (refer to Appendix E, section 7 of
this document for more detailed "Analytical Reporting Requirements"). If the direct GC approach
is used then plots of EtO concentration vs. time should be included in the report along with the
integrated total mass emission result.

Quaiity Control;

The test report shall include complete identification of the samples analyzed
(sample numbers and source), date of submittal of the sample, date and time of GC analysis.
The raw and calculated data which are reported for the actual samples will also be reported for
the duplicate analyses, laboratory and field blank analyses, the field spike sample analyses, and
any other QA or performance evaluation samples analyzed in conjunction with the actual sample
set(s).
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APPENDIX H

METHOD !,.IMITATIONS
Alte:native sampling and_ analxtical rnet~~dol0$i~s}~~t,ar~ de,ry,c,n~trat,d t~ be_ sub~tantially
equivalent may be used 1f approved by the Executive Officer. The term Executive Officer as
used in this document shall mean the Executive Officer of the Air Resources Board or his or her
may require the submission of test data or
authorized representative. Tl:1e Exec1.1tive
other information showing thatthe:alternate method is equivalent to Metnod 431 . Any
modifications to the sampling and analytical, procedures described must also be approved in
writing by,the Exei:utive Officer.
·

Offibet

Tedlar.Bag ,SamclincJ
Tedlar bag samples must be analyzed within

24 fl hours. of end of the s.3mp!ing period.

Tedlar bags 'lv'ith fittirigs ott;ier tt)ai:l.t~o,s~',liste,dmay·rnofbe,~tJitablefor Et9.$ampling. fhe
appropriate recovery and. $tabHitytest~ snould be cohductecn~efdre using other fitting types
(especially for bagSWith
stairiless'steelfittings);
.
·.
.
,, ,,
.
~

CARB staff have not conducted b.ag stability studies for' EtO in dilUte~add hydrolytic scrubber
emissions.
·
· ··
The integrated Tedlar bag sampling procedure! is not appUcable fortesting dfsource~ where
both the emission gas volumetric flow rate and target compdund concentration are variable. The
test engineer and/or the reviewing agency will determine whether integrated sampling is
appropriate.
Ethylene oxide may decay ifexposed to. sunlight. Thu$, Tedl.ar bag samples and stand.ards
should 'be protected frorn sur1light exj:iosure.
On-Site GC
At many hospitals, the control unit is not accessible from parking• areas (i.e., with t50foot heated
lines to a parked GG-van), Thus, the GC, gas cylind.~rs ,and assoc,iated support equipment must
be physically moved.· to a location near the controFqnif, wnic:h m~y pit,ve incoiwehient. Also,
adequate power rnay be difficult to get at some facilities. th acfaitiori to the eqtJiprrient required,
performance of o.h-site GC requires that,an experiem:;ed chemist be<rnvolved in the field .
operations.
·
, ·
·
·
·

Inlet Estimation
The inlet estimation procedure assumes that there is no loss of Et0 to the chamber, chamber
contents, transfer plumbing or pumps and that there are no leaks before the control unit.

Use of the inlet estimation technique as~umes that the compesition of the sterilant gas is
accurately defined and consistent in individual cylinders/cartridges. Thus, at the discretion ofthe
District. a sample from the gas cylind~r(s) used during the test may be analyzed to verify the
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exact sterilant gas composition for the inlet estimation.
Accurate estimates rely on accurate volume measurements and calibrated pressure gauges.
Thus, manufacturer's chamber volume specifications should always be double checked and
system pressure monitoring devices should be evaluated for accuracy.
Some sterilization systems add sterilant gas as needed to the chamber during the exposure
stage because the chamber pressure may decrease slightly after initial pressurization: This ,
addition of make•up gas would, if significant, invalid.ate the inlet estimatipn calculationsince with
existing systems it would be quite difficult to estimate the amount of make•up gas added. To
minimize this source of error, when using the inlet estimaUon technique, the test should be
conducted with an empty chamber and the exposure stage should be aborted after no more than
10 minutes.
Since the estimation technique can only be used for empty chamber tests, an exposed chamber
load will not be available if subsequent aeration tests are. to be performed. There must be an
exposed load in the aerator for a valid test. Thus, an additional sterilization cycle with unaborted
exposure stage would have to be run to provide the materials to be aerated. Furthermore_, the
inlet EtO concentrations mu~t be physically measured with Tedlar bags or direct GC for aeration
tests since estimation is not possible. Thus, where aeration tests must be conducted in addition
to sterilizer tests, inlet estimation may not provide any time or cost benefit.
The inlet estimation technique should not be used with sterilization systems using water ring seal
pumps, either flow through or recirculating.

Acid Scrybber
The stability of ethylene oxide in hydrolytic scrubber unit emission matrix, in Tedlar bags, has not
yet been demonstrated (by ARB staff). Stability studies for ethylene oxide in this matrix should
be conducted and results included in the test report.
This method allows the option to measure inlet concentrations (e.g., with bag sampling or by
direct GC} instead of using the estimation· technique outlined in Appendi_x 8. However, the
concentration of EtO at the inlet of hydrolytic scrubber units will be approximately 27% and 100%
by volume for systems using 12/88 and 100% EtO sterilant gas.esi respectively. Due to the
safety concerns associated with the high inlet EtO concentrations, it is recommend.ed to use the
calculation procedure in Appendix 8. Anyone conducting tests at the inlet of a hydrolytic
scrubber should use extreme caution to avoid exposure to personnel and explosions.
The direct interface option may only be used to test hydralytic scrubber units (inlet or outlet) if
sample frequencies are 1 minute or less.

Quantitation of the diluent gas may be necessary at facilities using a sterilant mixture in order to
calculate corrected volumetric flow rate.
Catalytic Oxidation
If the control unit inlet total mass is measured rather than estimated, testers must have
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documented evidence that the inlet probe 1s placed such that the sampled gases are completely
mixed, i.e., chamber e,cl'la,!Js.t ar,r,d.mak~-9:p a_ir.(referJa, ~ppendixJ)); This.doe::umentation shall
be reported along with thete$tfinal ,results.
.
When testing 3M sterilizer systems, or other systems with pulsed chamber exhaust, if the inlet
mass is measured using the direci-GC approach, testers must use a one liter Greenb1,1rg-Smith
impinger (empty) in the GC sampling train. The insertion of this impinger into the sample train
will function as a mixing chamber for the sampled sterilizer exhaust gas prior to introduction into
the GC analyzer.
The direct interface option shall only be used to test catalytic oxidation units (inlet or outlet) if
sample fre.quertcies are 2 minutes or less.
Many st~riliz~~on ~yster:ns us@, re¢!tc::~l~iir:ht~ater ring, seal P1-tmpsJp evacuate the c::hamber.
Some Etb will be retained in tl:fe v.iaterasfhe sterilarff gas passesJ~r:oµgh the pump.
Depending on system design, re_plJp14l,a.fi.ng water ring seal pumps can cause a shift in EtO
emission from the initial charnper purge ta the air washe~ and .even into the aeration cycle,
Because of this emission shift, the inle.t estimation tec:?hnique {ftq_filq!6QJ may oniy be used with
systems using water ring seal pumps if the "cor1:9ctjon" outUnecLin Appendjx. § is appHed. ~

of flow through water dog seal pumpsf9c chamber, Prirnaw.evacuatioo is spetifica!ly'prohibited·
by the eto A:t¢M,
.
.
.
Testers have speculated that EtO co11c?nt~ilti.ons rn~y. in somE:t cas~,s•. pe stratified in the
exhaust duct flow from. catalytic,gxidatiqrt. cd.nlral units: Fur:th~r inye~tigs1tion.is necessary to
define this preglem. However, if stratifipaUah does occur, some sort of sample averaging probe
would be required to ol:frain valid test re.suits.
.
.
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APPENDIX I
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE SAMPLING OF
ETHYLENE OXIDE EMISSIONS FROM STATIONARY SOURCES INTO TEDLAR BAGS

INTRODUCTION
This method should not be attempted by persons unfamiliar with source sampling, as there are
many details that are beyond the scope of this presentation. Care must be exercised to p'revent
exposure of sampling personnel to hazardous emissions ..
1 APPLICABILITY
This sampling method uses a Tedlar bag to collect ethylene oxide (EtO) samples from
applicable source emissions.
2 LIMITATIONS
2.1

Refer to Appendix H.

3 EQUIVALENCY
Alternative sampling methodologies that are demonstrated to be substantially equivalent may
be used if approved by the Executive Officer or his or her authorized representative. The
Executive Officer may require the submission of test data or other information showing the
alternate method is equivalent to Method 431.
4 APPARATUS
Apparatus required for sampling is described below. It is recommended that all equipment
which comes in contact with sampled gas be made of Teflon or Tedlar unless these mat~rials
are found unsatisfactory and other materials demonstrated suitable in specific situations.
4.1

Sample line. Teflon tubing, 6.4 mm (1/4 inch) outside diameter, of minimum length
sufficient to connect the probe to bag and not longer than 10 feet. If the sample line must
be longer than 10 feet, then the sample line shall be heated and insulated and capable of
operation at above 100 °C (212°F).

4.2

Teflon valves or fittings shall be used to connect sample train components. Mininert Teflon
valves are recommended.

4.3

Sample bags. Bags shall be made of Tedlar film, at least 0.002 in. thick.

4.3.1
4.3.2
4.4
4.4.1

Mininert Teflon valves are recommended.
Refer to Section 7 for this Appendix for apparatus used in Tedlar bag manufacture,
cleaning, and contamination testing.
Rigid container(s) for filling sample bags by application of vacuum.
The container shall be airtight when sealed.
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4.4.2
4.4.3

The container shall.be.opa.qu,e 1:3x~.eptthafc;1,.smaU.windowto.checkthe condition of the

bag within is permissible.

. .

.

The container shall .befittedvyith cqypiings

.

.

. .

to.. ma!E:! with sa.r:nple bags, sample line and

vacuum line and a flow control ·valve capable.of shutting off flow to the bag.
4.4.4

Sample bags may be fabricated with rigid containers as an integral .unit

4.4.5 An appropriate vacuum relief valve is sugQested tCl protect b:;igs and rigid container.
4.5

Pump, leak free, with capacity of at le,ast 2 liters per minute.

4.6

Flow meter, rqt~tn.et~r W,p;~ Q,f~:w-1Iv.alenl,.With·o:i,~asur~f!l~ntrange of 0,()5 ta t.O liters per
minute for obsetvii,9. s~rt1PIJIJ9 {c\te.

4. 7 Shipping containers to protect b~gs in transport shall tie opaque to pro~ect bags from

no

ultraviolet. light C.9ntainers.sh;;:1U h~ve
st~Rles, ~harp edges o.r.met~I closure.s which
rnight damage ba9s. Tbet riQid cgntaii:,i3r.fc,rfi1Jjqg b~gs. n:i~y Pe used for bag tram:n?ort; any
win.dew in the cont.ainer shall be covered with op,aque materialduring s4ch ttanspQrt.

4.8

Expendable Materials

4.8.1

Standard gas mixture for field spikes. Appr9priate cylinder gases containing the
polluta·nt(:3) of interest in known concentration.
.•

4.8.2

99.999% N2 or zero air

5 PROCEDURE
The following describes the procedure for collecting samples from stacks. A field blank and a
field spike must be obtained for each source test (Refer to section 6 for discussion).

5.1

(Optional) Determine stack moisture content by ARB Method 4; if moisture content is
above the 60°F saturation level, then dilution of the sample bag may be required. If
moisture content of stack gas is not determined, then Tedlar bag shall be monitored for
condensation during sampling (see Section 5. 7).
·

5. 1.1 Prqcedure for Sample Bag. D.iluticm..•Bags. should l;,t:tpre-.fllleg with 99 ,999% nitrog.en or
zero air to approximately cine-third the final sample voiurrie. The exact. volume of dilution
gas ml!st be recorped tp ~llowfor correction of data, If condensation st.ill occurs, increase
dilution as necessijry.
.

5.2

Assemble the sampling train at the sampling site .as shown in Figl!re 1.

5.3

Leak check the sample train .. To start the leak chects, ~qnne~t thE! sample Hne to the bag,
making sure the valve on the bag ·is closed. Place the b~g in the rigid container and close
as if f9r sarppling ... Tun:, gn thet.vacuum pump.untiLa r~~.cling of 15. iqch~s H2O.is
maintaine~. Make SIJfe th~t th~ p«JbeUne is.r19t plugg~J:111~ that the PN/OfF. valve is
open. If a leak greater than 5% of the .sampling flow.rat~is fo~nd, the.n the ·problem must
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be located and fixed before the leak.check continues. Turn the pump off, break the
vacuum on the rigid container and open the mininert valve on the Tedlar bag. Place the
bag back in the container and close as if for sampling. Plug (leak tight) the end of the
probe. Turn on the vacuum pump and adjust until a rec1ding of 15 inches H2O is
maintained. If a leak greater than 5% of the sampHng flow rate is found, then the problem
must be located and fixed before sampling continues.
5.4

Break the vacuum on the rigid container: Unplug the end of the probe and place the end
of the probe in the stack away from the walls. Care should be taken to avoid dilution of
the stack gas sample with ambient air by sealing the open port area around the probe,
especially in stacks with negative static pressure.

5.5

Make sure the sampling train is configured correctly, the valve on the sample bag is open
and the ON/OFF valve is closed. Tum the vacuum pump on and adjust until a reading of
15 inches H20 is maintained. Begin sampling by opening the ON/OFF valve. Record the
sample start time on the field data sheet.
·

5.6

Monitor the container vacuum and sample flow rate and adjust as necessary. After
sampling for the planned interval, close the ON/OFF valve noting the time on the field
data sheet. Bags should be filled no more than half full. If condensation occurs, discard
sample and resample as per 5.1.1.

5.7

After sample purge is complete, close the ON/OFF valve, turn the pump off, break the
vacuum on the rigid container and close the mininert valve on the bag.

5.8

Attach a label to each Tedlar bag sample (and impinger if used) containing the following
information:
Job#
Date
Time
Sample/Run #
Plant Name
Sample Location
Log#
Initials of Sampler Operator

5.9

Promptly place the sealed bag in a shipping container; close the container to prevent
possible degradation of the sample by ultraviolet .light. Several bags may be placed in the
same shipping container.
5.1 O Fill out the Chain of Custody-Sample Record, Log Book Data sheets, and Field Data
sheets. Copies of these forms are attached as Figures 2, 3 and 4.

5.11 Sample Bag Transport Procedure
5.11.1 Transport sample bags in opaque shipping containers.
5.11.2 Airborne transport could potentially result in rupturing. of bags containing toxic samples.
Surface shipment is advised. If airborne transport is unavoidable then bags should not
be filled more than half way to avoid bag rupture ..

5.11.3 Deliver bags to laboratory for analysis promptly. The maximum hold time is 24 hours.
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6 QUALITY CONTROL

6.1

Sampling Runs, Time and Volume

6.1.1 Sampling runs. The number of sampling runs must be sufficient to provide minimal
statistical data and in no case shall be le.ss than three (3) runs per source test.

6.1.2 Sample time. Integrated bag sampling. The sampling must be of sufficient duration to
provide coverage of the average operating condition of the source as specified by the
ATCM or as directed by the District.

6.2

·

Routine Sampling Quality Control. This section 9utlines the minimum quality control
operations necessary to assure accura!=Y of data generated from samples collected in
Tedlar bags. These QC operations are as follows:
·
·
.. Field blanKs~JTIPles
* Field spike samples
• Collocated samples (optional)
* Tedl~r b.afJ;~ont9mincJtion 9hecks

6.2.1 Field blank. sc3mples. Atleast one field blank s~unR!e will be taken per,source test. At the

discretion of the tester, more blank samples may'b~· taken. Air or nitroger from a
compressed gas cylinder (ambient air may also beyused) is collected inthe bag in the
man~er described in section 5 of this method. This blank sample i~ tr~r\sported and
· analyzed along with the stack gas ~amples. If fiel~ qlank values are greater than 20 % of
the stack gas values, then the . data:will•!:>e flagged: Field blank values will be reported
along with the stack gas re.suits.

6.2.2 Field spike sarnples. AtJeast one field spike sample will be taken per source test. At the
discretion of the field engin~er, more spike samples may be taken. Pure air o~ nitrogen
containing known concentration(§);of ,EtO is drawn from one bag to another through the
sampling apparatus. The spiked s~n:,ple is transported and analyzed along with the stack
gas samples. Spike sample recoveries w.i(I be reported along with the source test results.
6.2.3 Collocated samples. Collocated samp_ling will be performed at the discretion of the tester.
Samples are collected ttirough two identical sampling systems simultaneously from the
same stack sampling port. The analysis results of collocated samples are used to
estimate method precision.

6.2.4 Tedlar bag contaminatiop checks. Tedlar bags will be tested for contamination as
outlined in Section 10 of this Appendix.
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FIGURE 1
TEDLAR BAG SAMPLING TRAIN
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FIGURE 2
CHAIN OF CU.STODY
SAMPLE RECORD
Job _________

Date: _ _ _ _ __

Time:

-------

Sample/Run# - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sample Location _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Type of S a m p l e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Log

#------·

Initials - - - - - - -

..

..

·.

....

.

·.•

Start
Date

Action T~ken

Related
I.D.#s

..

Given By

Taken By

Q~spripJior,

..

.
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FIGURE 3
CHAIN OF CUSTODY
LOG BOOK

PROJECT NO. _ __

Log
No.

Sampl
e
1.0.

February 19, 1998
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Time

Comment

Valve 1.0.
Bag

Given By

Taken By

Sample
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FIGURE 4
FIELD DATA SHEET

---------........-----------------------------

Project Name
Date

Sample 10:

LOG 10:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sample Type: _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . . , . . . . - - - - - - - - -

BAG Ql,.l~_LITY ~$$,µ~-~~:e

.

Bag IDNo._ _ _ __

Initial

Ba.g)..~a.k Ghe~k.______.....,............,___.,..;.;.....;...

FLOWMETERS
Flowmeter 10_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date of Flow M_eter CaHbratiqn Check--....--------Sampler ID_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sampler Leak check._ _ __

SAMPLE TIME

Time

I
Elowrate

Total
-.II time
Average Flow

I

COMMENTS_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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7 Production of Tedlar Bags
New bags are recommended for each sample. Previously-used bags may be used again if
cleaned andchecked for leaks and contamination as specified below. Tedlar bags may also
be purchased already assembled, but must be certified to specified contamination levels
before use.
7.1

Materials and Equipment

7.1.1

Tedlar, 0.002 inch thickness.

7.1.2

Fittings for connection to sample line. Mininert Teflon valves are recornrnend~d. Quick
disconnect Swagelock fittings are commonly used, but are suspected cif possible
interferences at low ppb concentrations. Fittings should be composed of inert materials,
teflon and stainless steel are recommended.

7.1.3

Septum fitting for injection of surrogates or removal of sample by syringe.

7.1.4

Cork borers for installation of fittings.

7.1.5

Lay-out Table to measure and cut Tedlar to size.

7.1.6

Heat-Seal Apparatus for making seams in Tedlar. Vertrod Thermal Impulse Heat
Sealing Machinery or similar device. May require compressed air cylinder.

7.1.7

Pump for evacuation of bags during purging operations, together with fittings or manifold
system to connect pump to bags.

7.1.8

Ultrasonic bath for cleaning fittings.

· 7.1.9

Oven for drying fittings

7.1.10 99.999% Nitrogen for purging bags.
7.1.11
7.2

Distilled water.

Clean Fittings
Use of organic solvents is not recommended due ta possible contamination of bags.

7.2.1

Clean fittings by placing them in soapy water in ultrasonic bath far.about one hour.
Rinse fittings thoroughly with clean water, followed by a rinse with distilled water. ·

7.2.2

Bake fittings in a 100 "F oven for at least 8 hours.

7.3

Manufacture of Tedlar Bag
T edlar bags should be constructed in a clean area, with care taken to avoid contamination
such as exposure to chemical fumes, solvent vapors or motor exhaust.
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7.3.1

Cut one piece of Tedlar film from roll on lay-ouJ table using a razor blade. A sheet of
Tedlar measuring· about 54" by 30" will mak.e alJout a 30 Liter capacity bag ( 15 L at half
full).

7.3.2

Fold the Tedlar sheet in half and make two seams using heat-seal apparatus. Seams
should be at least ½ inch from edge.

7.3.3

Place piece of cardboard inside bag. Use cork borer to make appropriate· size hole for
fittings, using cardboard to protect other side of bag. Tedlar film should fit snugly
around base of fitting.

7.3.4

Attach previously' c:l~.aneq sarnP,le
of bag to secure ~tting. ·
·.

7.3.5

Attach septum fitting if riec~ssary. (Mininert valves have septum and sample line

line fitting.
··

lJse 1:eflon W,p§hers on inside a,:,d outside
··
· · ·.

connections all on one fitting).

7.3.6

Seal remaining seam using he~t-seal apparatus.

8 Leak Test
Check all sample bags for leaks by inflating with 99.999% nitrogen to a pressure of 2 to 4
inches of water. Good bags should hold constant pressure as indicated by a manometer for
1O minutes or (alternative test) shoulc! remain taut and inflated overnight. A small weight (e.g.
Kimwipe box) may be. plac;e,d on top of bag for th.e oyemigtit leak ctieck. Report bag
acceptability on field data sheet(figure 4); destroy or repair and retest defective ba~s.
9 Bag Cleaning

Purge the bag with 99.999% nitrogen.repe.a!edly until acceptable contamin~tion values are
attained. ARB staff experience has shown that 3 to 8 purges are needed to meet ti,e target
contamination levels of <1 ppb for most VOCs of interest.

1O Bag Contamination Check
10.1

.
Check bags for contamination_ l:>y fi!ling tti~m half,tvc1y (so that che.ckvohJ1J1e apprpJ;Cimates
actual sample volume) with 99.9.99% nitrogen, allow to.equilibrate for 24 hours.then
analyze for EtO.
·

10.2

Acceptable contamination levels may varj depending on the ~xpected sample
concentration. However, bags which contain contaminants at levels greater than the LOO
will be rejected.

10.3

Label bags and record cohtamihation levels. Also record contaminaJion levels on field data
~e~s.
·
·
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APPENDIXJ
DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Response Factor
The response of the gas chromatograph detector to a known amount of standard.
Performance Evaluation Sample
A sample prepared by EPA, ARB or other laboratories containing known concentrations of
method analytes that has been analyzed by multiple laboratories to determine statistically the
accuracy and precision that can be expected when a method is performed by a competent
analyst. Analyte concentrations are usually known to the analyst.
Calibration Check Sample
A standard, normally the midpoint of multipoint calibrations (see section 422.199.4.1), which is
analyzed each shift (or cycle) to monitor detector drift. The values of all analytes must be within
10% of the mean values established in the multipoint calibration or a new calibration curve must
be prepared.
Analytical Limit of Detection (LOO)
The lowest level at which detector response can be distinguished from noise. Refer to Appendix
E for more detail.
Analytical Limit of Quantitation (LOQ)
The lowest level at which a compound can be accurately quantified. This value is 3.3 times the
Limit of Detection.
Reporting Limit (RL)
The reporting limit (RL) is the lowest level that can be reliably quantitated within specified limits of
precision and accuracy during routine analyses of source samples. Reporting limits will be based
on parameters such as sampling volumes, dilutions, sample injection volume and
chromatographic interferences.
Field Blank
A field blank is taken in the same way as a sample is taken except that pure air or nitrogen is used
as a sample. The field blank is used to determine background levels in the sampling system. The
gas used for blank runs should be certified by the gas supplier or laboratory to contain
concentrations less than the limit of detection for the analytes of interest

Field Spike
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A standard gas containing ethylene oxide at,kQOW.fl:,~l'l~.<:ertified concentration is introduced at the
sampling.probe inlet and transferred throu~h t~e·entfre'$~mpling train to be analyzed exactly as a
normal stack emission sample. The ~nd~rd ;~~. u~:Ag,forthe fieJg $pik,:t should be the
calibration standard closest to the actuc1I sample ~ohc~r:,i~tion$. The spike gas introduced at the
probe inlet should be at ambient pressure. The use ofa Tedlar bag provides a simple procedure
for introduction of the spike .gas into the sample probe. The spike/standard gas can be
transferred from a compressed gas cylinder into the Tedlar bag and the bag then attached (leak
tight) to the probe inlet. Spike gas can then be pulled through the sample train as under normal
conditions.
Laboratory Replicate Samples

to

of~n

ar,'~.ly~i~> Tenier~er:it of!llf.l; ~c:1mgles are
Replicates. serve m~asure t~.fl ereci~ion
analyzed ,if',~duplicate to indicat~ reproducibility of the analy~is and tp mooitor such .conditions as
instrument drift.
·
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APPENDIX K
TESTING PROCEDURES FOR STERILIZERS WITH
JOSLYN RECOVERY TYPE CONTROL UNITS

Identified points of EtO emission from Joslyn system include:

1.

Recovery compressor "burps" which are routed to an acid scrubber. These burps are short
duration (e.g., 3 seconds) recovery compressor pressure relief emission.s which occur on an
irregular basis (infrequent according to manufacturer). Recovery compressor "burps" are
routed to an acid scrubber. These burps would only occur while the recovery compressor is
in operation during sterilizer exhaust stage (i.e., the recovery compressor is not in operation
during the detoxification-8 and preconditioning stages). For the purpose of occupational
safety, the composition of the emission from these burps should be assumed to be the same
as the 12/88 sterilant mixture and appropriate precautions are taken.

2.

An oil-sealed pump is used to evacuate the sterilization chamber during the primary exhaust
and detox-A stages. The oil is held in an oil/water separator where oil and water intermingle.
Moisture from the chamber collects in the separator and is discharged from the pump several
times per cycle. Volume of the discharge would normally be approximately 2 liters and
normally has EtO concentrations in excess of 5000 mg/liter. The Joslyn system was modified
to attempt to abate this waterborne EtO emission. The EtO-contaminated water collected
during the exhaust and detox-A stages is transferred to a "heater" for hydrolysis followed by
transfer to the heated sterilizer chamber water jacket, which is discharged to the floor drain.

3.

A water ring seal pump is used to evacuate the chamber d.uring the preconditioning and the
detox-8 stages. The pump working fluid (water) is discharged to the floor drain and vapors
are discharged to a floor drain vent. The aeration stage (the manufacturer calls this stage
"detoxification-8") discharges of EtO must be controlled/compliance tested at those facilities
permitted for use over 600 pounds of EtO per year (as per the statewide A TCM) or as
dictated by the District Rule.

The follqwing general test procedures are recommended:
Sterilization Exhaust
1.

Use of the inlet estimation technique, as described in Appendix B, to calculate the mass of
EtO delivered to the inlet of the recovery/control system. The sterilizer/control system must
have been used on each of the 2 days iust preceding the compljance test-day. This practice
is to insure that the emissions from the heated chamber water jacket are representative of "in
use" conditions, Documentation of sterilizer/control system use on the preceding 2 days must
be included in the report,

2.

Capture the total exhaust from the acid scrubber with a small volume Tedlar bag. Do not
manually induce a compressor emission. This testing must be conducted in such a manner
that no back pressure and/or leaks are produced in the acid scrubber. If the system does not
off-gas during testing then the district may ask the facility to provide an engineering estimate
(worst plausible case calculations) of mass of EtO emitted from the acid scrubber. This
emission estimate could be used in calculating the system control efficiency.
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3.

Follow the Tedlar bag sampling and anaJytiE~.1 qu~l.ity control procedures described in
Appendix I. In particular, follow the Initial P'erlorrrfaince Oemonstrc3tion, Routine Calibration
Procedures and Routine Quality Control Procedures.

4. Repeatthe above procedures and caiculations..{Aocendix F) three times, The arithmetic
average percent efficiency of the three runs shall determine the overall efficiency of the
coniro1 device, Run three cycles with the sterilization chamber empty and average-.fh~
results:
5.

Collect and analyze 'Nater samples for the first cyle tested from the outlet of the heated
sterilization chamber,'l/c:1terj.:1cket. Collect the entjre discharge otthe heated chameer jacket
in separate ½ hour samples,for az• □ QtlC~~riod ~tatti@g·e1ttljehe:dinriing Bftffe cnaifjbef
evacuatjon: . The: ½:hour samp!es·snoyla~be colleGteci~in<?.ra~~ateGJ: gtas·s
;arid·.the
total volume included in thezre~md:, Fpllow,the pro¢edores'.;$b~c1fiedfnAppeiidix ~
immediately collect2. aliquot wat§c samples.from each.of the·½ hour samples..·Analyze.the
samples as per A"p!:ndix L ~nd report the average EfO concentration for each of the four ½
hours~rriples. Collectfield·auality assuran·ce sam(::>les as specifledby Appendix L.

~~iiltainers

·to .

Aeration Exhaust

1.

Use the. measurement methods described in Appendix A to determine the m·ass air
concentration:ofEJ~.delivered.tq.,the inlet of, and emitted from, the ~eration .exlia_ust-~9Q~r.9J
systeirii of EtQin the drain vent associated with the water ring seat pump used during the
·aeration.(detoxificationLstage..Monitor the vent emissions for 1 hour following the start of
aeration. Do. not abort or shorten the exposure stage. Report the average or integrated
concentration of EtO.

2.

If required by the District use the volumetric;: flow measurement procedure appropriate for the
facility's sta~.k diamet~r. cpn_figuration arid .flow characteristics.

3.

Collect and analyze the water discharge of the _control syst~m associated with the water ring
seal pump ~ during ttie detoxification (aeration) stage. The pump is on, evacuating the
chamber, for 5 minutes evew 20 minutes, Collect the entire discharge of the water ring seal
pump in separate 5 mini,Jtt~ s~mples fora 1.• hour period starting at the beginning of the
aeration stage. The 'Natetsamcie G?llectfon must be coordinated with the 5 minute ''pump
on" times, The 5minute sa,ntples snouk;[be coUec;ted in graciuated glass containers and the
total voiu'me of each' included in the report, .Follow the procedures specified in Appendix L to
immediately collect 2 aliquot water samplesfrom eac;hofthe·S minute ~ampies.·· A6alYze the
samples as per Appendix L and report the average,Eio condentration,for each ofthe three 5
minute samples. Called field,gualjty assurance samples
specifiedbyAppendixL .·

as

4.

Run one cycle (exposure stage may .not be.aborted early) with a normal lo.ad in the aeration
chamber.
·
·
·
·
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APPENDIX L
Method 431

Ethylene Oxide in Water

PROPERTIES: gas at room temp
M.W.: 44.05 B.P.: 10.7 °C; V.P.: 146 kPa (20 °C), water sol.: completely miscible
vapor density: 0.98 (air= 1); explosive range: 3% to 80+% v/v in air

SAMPLING
Section 601 OB, Standard Methods for the
Examination of Water and Wastewater,
APHA, latest edition

MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUE: Gas Chromatograph, Flame ·
Ionization detector
ANALYTE: Ethylene Oxide (EtOj and Ethylene
Glycol.
INJECTION: 2 µL
TEMPERATURE - INJECTION: 250 °C
- DETECTOR: 250 °C
- COLUMN: 50 °C for 2
minutes, 10 °C/min to 250
0
c, hold for 1 minute
CARRIER GAS: Helium, 30 cc/min
COLUMNS: 30m DB - WAX megabore, 0.53
mm i.d., 1.0 µm film thichness with 2-3 ft.
deactivated fused silica guard column
CALIBRATION: EtO standards in water at 500
or 1'000 µg/mL
ANAL'(flCAL RANGE: c!PProx. 1.. 0 ppm to
100 ppm,, sample dilution will extendthe. range

PRINCIPLE: The mass of ethylene oxide contained in water associated with ethylene oxide
control units is determined using the sampling analysis procedures described herein. Ethylene
glycol, a hydrolysis product of EtO, is also quantitated and reported.
APPLICABILITY: This method is applicable to the measurement of ethylene oxide in water
samples from sterilization chamber water jacket, water discharge associated with water ring seal
pumps and other similar locations where possibility of EtO transfer to water exists.
LIMITATIONS: A minimum sample volume of 15 ml is required to avoid EtO losses during
sample clean-up. No headspace should be pres~nt in field samples. Samples should be
analyzed within _
hours of collection to minimize EtO volatilization losses.

INTERFERENCES: Sample clean-up is required for samples contaminated with process oils.
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REFERENCED METHODS:

REAGENTS:

EQUIPMENT:

1.

1.

EtO and ethylene glycol stock standards

in solvent

2.

GC/FI D with split/splitless injector,

detector, integrator and columns

Methanol, HPLC grade

2.

Reverse-phase cartridges - Baker
Analyz~d, Ba.k~rbonc:l, o.ctadE!cylsilane
silii~9.~t(C:-1~). 40 µM
APD160A, PIN 7020-03 with gas syringes
adaptor

ben9ed}e

3.

Distilledwater

3~

15 ml test tubes With teflon-lined screw

caps

4.
-

4.

Crushed ice
SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS:

Liquid and gas syringes

Ethylene Oxide is a potential carc?inogen. Work should be
performed in a well ventilated fume hood. For specific regulatory
requirements refer to the California Labor Code, Part 10, Section
9020; Title 8, California Code of Regulations, Section 5220.

CALIBRATION AND QUALITY CONTROL:
Refer to Appendix E for multipoint and daily calibration and quality control procedures.

STANDARD PREPARATION:

.

1.

Aliquot 12 ml of d. water into a 15 ml vial or test tube with a teflon lined screw cap and place
it into a container with crushed ice to chill.

2.

Prepare a 10 ppm (w/w) standard by addinf:1120 µL of a 1000 µg/mL (1 µg/µL) ethylene
oxide standard to the 12 ml of chilled water, cap, and shake vigorously for 1 minute. Return
the vial to the ice and allow enough time for solvent in the standard to partition. If the
standard solvent is miscible with water then gentle mixing is sufficient. With a disposable
pipet transfer from the bottom of the vial (to minimize the immiscible solvent pick-up) some
the standard to an auto-sampler (a/s) vial and store on ice or in a refrigerator until rready to
analyze.

3.

Prepare a 5 ppm standard by adding 500 µL of water in an autosampler vial, chill, and from
the bottom of the vial add 500 µL of the 10 ppm standard. Chill.

4.

Prepare a 1 ppm standard by adding 1 ml of water to an a/s vial, remove 100 µl, chill, add
100 µL of the 10 ppm standard.
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5.

Prepare a blank by adding d.water to an a/s vial.

SAMPLE CLEAN - UP
1.

Using the gas syringe and the adaptor, activate the C-18 cartridge by flushing with 3 to 4 ml
of methanol. Immediately wash out the methanol with repeated flushing ofdistilled water to
minimize the methanol peak when the sample is analyzed. Ten flushings of 3 to 4 ml are
sufficient.

2.

Add water to the cartridge but do not immediately flush through the column. The C-18 must
be kept wet prior to sample application.

3.

Pass the sample through the cartridge into a clean vial. Use at least 15 ml or more than 3
times the cartridge volume. Discard the first 5-8 ml to waste and collect the remainder. Use
slight air pressure from the syringe to increase the processing speed.
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